
Each month you get it all—scorching power
tips, molten hot strategies, amazing inside
info and must-have advice—straight from
the pros at Nintendo! Score it now!
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POWERLINE
Hi readers! Before you dive into the

features, check out the Special

Report. Have you ever wondered

where the hits come from? Have you

even thought about making games

yourself? We’ll meet the developers

of top-rated games to find out what

goes on behind the scenes—and

what it takes to make a winner.

# Starting the NES action for April

is a futuristic combat game: Power

Blade. It’s a little bit Mega Man, a

little bit Rambo, a little bit Opera-

tion C with some Terminator

thrown in, but it’s still its own game.

A Super Computer controls society,

and Nova, the stellar hero, combats

his enemies armed with only a

boomerang. It’s some boomerang,

though! This Power Blade keeps you

coming back for more!

• Our second feature. Sword

Master, brings you back from the

future to a time of chivalrous

knights and spells that worked

magic. Its unusual double-scrolling

background sets it apart from the

crowd, and with its great graphics

and realistic sound, you’ll almost feel

your sword strike!

# For a change of pace, try NES
Monopoly. It’s like the original, only

better: there’s no

searching for lost

dice, taping tom

deeds, or finding

the stack of twenties

that disappeared

when you left to get

a drink. You can’t

steal from the bank,

but you can earn

money the old-

fashioned way: mon-

opolize property

and raise the rent!

# This month’s

Game Boy section

had to be huge to

cover the great

games coming out!

We’re featuring

some new titles and

some translations of

classics.

One of the all-new

titles is Sword of

Hope, one of the

deepest games produced for Game Boy

yet. It’s an epic adventure in the spirit of

Shadowgate and The Uninvited.

Ultima: The Runes of Virtue features a

familiar name in a new adventure made

just for Game Boy. With the same

intriguing characters wrapped in a

mysterious story line, it’s bound to be a

hit with fans of the NES and PC versions.

Caesar’s Palace is a sure bet for those of

you with sporting natures. With all ofthe

big games featured in Vegas, such as

Black Jack and Roulette, the Game Boy

version is a casino-to-go.
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Last winter, before things heated up in the Persian Gulf, we got lots of

letters from troops stationed there who had lots of time on their hands.

Now, of course, they're actively involved in military action. We all ap-

preciate their efforts and hope that they come home safely—and soon!

O n behalf of my fellow room-

mates and me, thank you for

breaking the boredom of

Desert Shield. Our navigator's wife

sent him a Game Boy system with

Baseball and Tetris. Life hasn't been

the same since. The navigator has

since moved to another part of the

camp but we still borrow his Game
Boy whenever he's flying.

Our unit, the 37th Tactical Airlift

Squadron, flies C-1 30 Hercules and

we're normally stationed at Rhein-

Main AB near Frankfurt, Germany.

We've been deployed since the end

U. Bollwitt, a pilot with the 37th Tactical Airlift

Squadron.

of August. We live in plywood

shacks with air conditioners. We
call our quarters "hooches" and we
live 6 men to a hooch. We get a lot

of flying time here and the flying is

great but we look forward to going

back to our families.

1st Lt. Michael D. Bollwitt

Operation Desert Shield

GAME BOY IS HOT IN THE DESERT

I

am an Air Force member taking

part in Operation Desert Shield

over here in the Persian Gulf.

The Game Boy is, second only to a

deck of cards, the weapon of

choice against boredom. About
every third person here has one,

and they're constantly being used.

Game Boy truly is the official pas-

time of Operation Desert Shield!

Staff Sgt. William J. Lucas
Operation Desert Shield

Tech. Sgt. Lyle Inscho takes command of the Game
Boy and settles in for some portable R&R.

A relaxed style pays off for laid back Staff Sgt Mark

Moore.

I

am currently serving with the

U.S. Marine Corps in Operation

Desert Shield. As you may have
heard, the days and nights are

long. I recently received a Game
Boy in the mail. It's great! It's a big

hit over here. I mean, who wants to

play Frisbee when you can play

Nintendo games? With all our

spare time, most of us have mas-
tered the games we have.

Lance CpI. Rob Young
Operation Desert Shield

I

am an Army Staff Sergeant on
Operation Desert Shield and
was sent a Game Boy as a pres-

ent. Up until now, I thought of Nin-

tendo as a kid's game. I thought I'd

drop a line to let you know there

are a lot of big kids enjoying your

games in Saudi Arabia. Thank you.

Staff Sgt. Brian Gilmartin
Operation Desert Shield

Staff Sgt. Harry Jenkins is intent on scoring tetrads.

Talk about concentration!
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TREASURE ON TORTOLA!
Where were you last December?

Buried in snow? Chasing reindeer

off the porch? Not so for John Col-

lins of Goose Creek, South Carolina,

winner of the Final Fantasy Treasure

Quest. John, his dad, and three

friends flew south for a holiday

adventure in the tropics. Once they

reached the British Virgin Islands

they were faced with mysteries,

clues, dragons and Final Fantasy

characters including Matoya the

From right to left, the four Light Warriors were Robert Phillips (White Mage), John Collins (Master), Benny Erese

(Knight) and Michael Flowers (Black Mage). Their real life adventure took them into a rain forest on the top of a

volcano and across the sea in a pirate ship. Out of costume, the Light Warriors look like your average Nintendo Power

fans.

YUK IT UP WITH MARIO!
Readers send lots of original Nintendo jokes. Some are good for a few

yuks; others are just yucky!

Q: Why did Mario cross the road?

Because he couldn't find a warp zone.

Lindsay Polk

Boise, ID

Q: What kind of fish would dare to attack

M°rio?
,

Charlie Byers
A Barakoopa.

Calabasas. CA

Q: How does Mario know what will happen

in the future?

He uses a Luigi board. Steven Barry

Smyrna, GA

WANTED: POWER TEAMS
With 2-, 3-, and 4-player games like

Super Spike V'ball and NES Play Action

Football, players are teaming up to

record hot scores. Are you part of a truly

tremendous twosome? Threesome?
Foursome? Send us a team photo! We'll

print some pictures in a future issue.

Nintendo Power
Player’s Pulse
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733

Witch and a sleeping elf. Using

hints left by Captain Bikke, Master

John and his courageous cohorts

swiftly unraveled the ancient

secrets and found many objects of

magic and power such as giant

crystals and a Sony Camcorder.

When John and the Light War-
riors weren't digging up treasure

at Fort Recovery, they had a

chance to check out some of the

local attractions. One day it was
deep sea fishing and the next

snorkeling in the caves of Norman
Island where real pirates once

stored their loot. Above, John con-

quers Spyglass Mountain. Below,

the group displays the da/s catch.
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POWER BLADE
MFG TAITO

MEMORY MMC3 1

NewEarthNeedsNovaW Survey SixSectors
The Sectors surrounding the Control Center

are all equally challenging to complete. You
can enter them in any order. If one Sector is

giving you trouble, move on to another and
return when you have better weapons. Col-

lect ID cards from Agents hidden in each Sec-

tor. Then enter mmm
the Data Bases '

, i _ .

and retrieve the

Tape Units.

Something's gone wrong in the automated
control center ofNew Earth. Alien armies have

taken the Master Computer by force and are

poised to launch an all-out attack on the un-

suspecting citizens. As Special Agent Nova,

you have been called to eliminate the alien

menace and restore order to New Earth. First

you must collect Tape Units from the Data

Bases in six Sectors. Then you must move on
to the Control Center and re-program the

Master Computer. There are

mechanized guards in each Data |T~
Base and Sector defenses have ^ \
been set to destroy all intruders. V
Good luck. Nova. The future of ® ) y l|

New Earth is in your hands. IV

gfggg ismmmmm i

Enter the Sectors in any order. Once you've

retrieved the Tape Units from ail six Sectors

you'll be allowed to blast Into the Control

Center.

Graphics & Sound 3.7

Play Control 4.0

Challenge & Excitement 4.2

Theme & Fun 4.0



A Steel Boomerang is your main

weapon. Press the B Button to

igl BOOMER 2

Collect the Boomer 2 and double

the strength of the standard

Boomerang.

Collect this Item and you'll be

able to throw two Boomerangs at
There are two Power

Suits hidden in each

Sector. With them,

you can withstand

three enemy hits with-

out taking damage.
ENERGY TANK

There’s one Energy Tank hidden

in each Sector. Use it to

completely refill your energy.

Keep three Boomerangs in the air

at once after collecting this

useful item.
been hit three times. The

GRENADE

UL3

Not only is the Power Blade your

most effective weapon against

through obstacles and barriers in

order to clear the path ahead.





Leap To The Ladder
You'll save time and avoid conflict

with enemy producing Hatches if you

leap from the plat-

form to the ladder. Ip
It's easier than it 39slBtf ip

Turret Trouble

The Turrets are

invincible. Avoid

their fire and

keep moving.

Watch Your Step

Jump from one 11

block to the next Hp
and avoid falling E
at all costs. The B
spikes are dead-

™

Small But Strong
The Compact Explosive

Charges that drop from

above skitter across the sur-

face until they hit some-
thing. Wait for them to

explode, then run.
Watch the Bouncing Ball

Cannonballs pop out of these

devices with only enough force

to bounce a short distance and

explode. Stay out of reach and

aim for the source to put them
out of commission.

As the Knight

thrusts to the

other side ol the

room, run to the

opposite side,

making sure that

you avoid its shots.

Pelt the Knight wrcH-Bo&mer-

angs as quickly as your abili-

ties allow. Then run under it as

it flies across the room.

1#
:ii

k

|



Beware Of Frozen Blocks

The Blocks that don't move up and down have been set as
traps by the Aliens. Just seconds after you land on them,
they'll drop into the flames. Step lightly and keep moving.

To pay homage to their leader,

the Aliens have designed
these launching mechanisms
in his likeness. Stay under
them and throw the Boomer-
ang upward.

Hying in waves, the

Swoopers try to take you by

surprise.

second, the Fish spit out

fireballs.

EXPLOSIVE CHARGES

WALKERS TWO-WAY CANNONS

«mcTOR>2
v Earth Power Plant has been a key
>t in Alien plans to control the planet.

With the Energy Plant in their grasps, they

approach

can give as much or as little power as they
want to the citizens of New Earth. The popu-
lation is at a standstill as long as the Aliens
occupy this combined hydraulic and air-

powered facility.

Face To Face

|f : Pop the alien

v leader’s likeness

with an uppercut

to freeze it.

Time It Out
The Power Plant defense system is equipped with several

indestructible devices like this fast-moving mechanism.
Watch it move, and jump

looks like the path is * B
Try to reach the ladder with a quick leap before

the device can hit you.



Off-Speed Defense

The Indestructible Balls rotate

around their central mecha-
nisms at varying speeds.
Study them and jump when
they pass.

Flames shoot from above and
below in this area. Look for

safe spots and move as soon
as the flames temporarily

retract.

Pass The Pistons

The Pistons fall quickly after

they get to the top. Leap over

the gap as they're rising.

Super Shortcut Surprise Attack

Stun the Walkers with a Boomerang blast as

soon as you see them.While this wall looks like an
impassable barrier, you can
jump right through it and enter

the Data Base quickly if you
have an ID Card.

Fhjs mechanical Dragon breathes fire,

themtums into an invincible Firewheel.

^acfV out!

Run to the other side ot the room

when the Dragon transforms and

jV avoid contact.



The two double-block plat-

forms in this area move up and
down. Jump when the plat-

form that you're targeting

reach its lowest point.

These machines pack a lot of

power in small package.

ElEEaCESa
= While ooenina and closina his Iopening and closing his

this being releases

These scorchers only blast for

a few seconds at a time.

TURRETS

Drop down to the

right of the plat-

form, hit the ene-

my to the left and

take out the Hatch

atch The PI

duplicate

The gap is two

wide when the B

target platform Fj

is at your level.
£'

if you stay

for too long

in certain areas

,
these charges

Wait tor the

platform to

reach its lowest

point. Then jump!

After hanging around, these

machines fly into action.

Experimental plants and creatures are abundant in the New
Earth biological Research Center. Be careful! The aliens have
been experimenting with the specimens in this area. Even the
most harmless looking beings could have a deadly bite. It's

best to assume that everything is Alien controlled. Be ready to
fight off the creatures with the Boomerang or Power Blade.

Blast The Source
Enemy producing Hatches are

vulnerable to your hits while

they are open. Take down the

airborne creatures first. Then
hit the Hatches.



Mid-Ai

Mid-air movement is simple in this

game. As you're falling, move to the left

and right and you'll be able to avoid plat-

forms that have enemies on them. Just

drop down and move.

SECTOR-3 GUARD

Move to a position

under one of the Bee

producing sections

and hit Bees as

they approach.

Bouncing Bots

Not only are the robots in this

section fast but the/re strong,

too. Hit them with as many
Boomerangs as you can when
they bound —
toward you.

Bees fly out of four sec-

tions of the Hive. Wait

under the individual sec-

tions and toss Boomer-
angs upward.

up to throw two or

three Boomerangs

at once in order

to take on these



Drop And Climb

There's no

need to

disarm the

armored

devices in this

area. Just

drop down
after they pass

the ladders

and climb

down quickly

before they

come back.

Fall To Safety II V fe
ffi

ag j
(Hr'-ViS®

This gap is too long 2”* fHH
to jump from one 91

raised platform to 31
'

the next. When you LmJ ] 3 Limn I

jump you'll just clear the spikes and land on the ground
below the platform.

Jump Around

The small armored mechanisms
are invincible. Avoid them by
watching their pattern and jump-
ing after they pass by.

Sector 4 is under construction. The wide open spaces and long
gaps between girders make the area particularly dangerous.
The aliens on guard here are very quick on the draw. Unless you
have your Boomerang powered-up to maximum strength and
toss it as soon as you see them, they could weaken you quickly.

Watch your step and get moving.



arar
r'UlMC.rf BLAUfi

The Lightning Knight swoops
down and tosses Bolts. Stay in a

safe spot left of the center and
pick him off.

fangs straight up

he flies by.

Touch And Go
Seconds after you land on the

blocks attached to the platform,

they'll drop. Jump to the girder

quickly or you'll go down with them.

Catch ’Em Off Guard —
The enemies move quick- E
ly in the girder tower. Hit

them as soon as you can.

They may not have a

chance to react.

Catch Some Air

The blocks move up and down at varied

speeds. Jump from one to the next when the

platform you're on is high and the target

platform is low.

SECTOR- 4 GUARDOne By One

Blast the Armored Defense

Mechanisms as soon as you
— have a

U
j

clear shot.

Don't

move until

J

they're all

1 gone.

_

Stay just left of the center and the

Knight won't touch you.



Drop down from the

ladder and make

sure to avoid the

It Rotating Ball.

Climb over the Can-

non and get ready to

avoid a shell from

another Cannon on

the other side.

Jump up to avoid

the shell as soon as

the Cannon fires.

Jump to the next

platform when the

SECTOR*5
2.

The Aliens have insured no possible escape for the citizens by
taking charge of the New Earth Shipyard. The built-in defenses
are relatively light compared to some areas. The Alien Soldiers,
though, are out in force. Try to get a Power Suit early on and
you'll be able to take out the Aliens with the Power Blade from
behind steel barricades. The ship's walls work as a perfect shield
from the weapons of the Aliens.

Fire When Ready

The Moving Mortar lobs

shells closer and closer

to you unless you act

quickly and knock it out

as soon as you can.
Jump And Run

The Triple-Barrel Cannons fire

shells from any of their barrels.

There's a long time between
shots, though. Jump when they

fire, then move.

Power Suit Pursuit

It's good to grab the Power Suit

as soon as you can in this Sec-
tor. Drop straight down from the

ladder and jump over to the Suit

when the path is clear.



Shortcut

Instead of

working

around to

the left and
meeting

more Alien

Soldiers, you can jump from the

platform to the ladder on the

right here.

Playing Hard To Get

This Power Suit is in an area

where Explosive Charges could

drop at any second. If you're low

on energy you may not want to

risk defeat over getting the Suit.

Charges



Patience Pays

You won't be able to

make the jump to

the ladder by your-

self. If you wait for

the blocks to appear,

though, you can skip

right over.

Take It To The Street

Travel along the street until you
reach the third ladder so that you
can take down Alien Soldiers for

easy Power-Ups. Then work to

the left in the sewer to meet up
with the hidden Agent.

Disappearing Blocks

Three Blocks appear and
disappear at various times.

Wait for the lower blocks to

appear and jump to the right

platform. Then wait again

and jump to the left.

The city is a nest of Alien activity. Even the
sewers are crawling with strange crea-
tures. Your contact is hidden deep in the
sewers and the Data Base is on the top
floor of the highest building. You'll have to
cover a lot of unfriendly territory in order
to see your mission through in this Sector.
Watch for disappearing blocks and plenty
of Armored Defense Mechanisms.

>1



rUIMC.R BUAUC
Stun ’Em

Hit the Aliens as soon as

you see them and they'll

Take The High Road

Jump from one platform to the

next here and keep from falling

to the floor. You'll avoid a lot

of enemy contact and find

a shorter route to the upper

level.



" ooo

This ugly mug is all over

New Earth. Up until now,

you could fight it from
below. Now you'll have to

meet it face-on and aim
for the mouth.

If you have fewer than four

Energy Tanks, you're going to

want to work to the right side

and collect the two Tanks and
Power Suits. It's more work
but worth it.

You'll have to

a 90 “P

and then down

again to

the Energy

Tanks and

Power Suit.k These

-tl |SW ,hou 9 h
'
are

1 \~-ib nr—aF worth it.

Power-Up For Battle

The Aliens on the second floor are rela-

tively easy to defeat compared to the

creatures above. Run back and forth and
defeat Aliens to Power-Up before you

move on up.

The Cbntrol Center is a tall tower with two tremendous
guards at the top. Climb up there with as many Energy
Tanks as you can carry and watch your step on the way
up. This is the Aliens' last chance to stop you so you know
that they'll be up to the fight. Use the skills and tech-
niques that you have learned thus far and make your
climb with caution. If you lose a fight with one of the
Guards, you'll be sent to the bottom of the tower. Good



Look Before You Leap

One last set of appearing and
disappearing blocks waits near

the top. Wait for them to appear

and jump!

The intimidating

head of the Alien

Leader will appear

right above you no

y\ matter where you're

JjStanding. Run, jump
^and throw quickly.

ie Leader's Brain

Sparks come down
from above as the Al-

ien Leader makes one

more attempt at stop-

ping you. Try to stay

under the jet-powered

contraption holding

the Brain and aim for

the open shutter.

Stay under the

Brain, avoiding

Sparks and the

/ 4

ltd
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decided to take a look in

Siegel's car. thinking that
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Studying magic seemed like a Totally Rad idea to young Jake from South-
ern Cal. Under the tubular tutelage of the great Zebediah Pong, lessons
were going well until totally grotesque creatures from the underworld
attacked! Now Jake is the only hope for salvation of the surface world!

Jake isn't defenseless, though.

He has learned many spells:

.healing, time warping, trans-

forming and energy blasting.

His skills will be tested in 1

2

sections of running, leaping

and flying action. And wait 'til

you get a load of the size of the

subterranean leaders—they're

totally titanic!

GAME PAK DATA BOX

TM&©1991 Jaleco Ltd.

TOTALLY RAD
MFG JALECO

POWER METER
Graphics & Sound 3.7

Play Control 3.3

Challenge & Excitement 3.6

Theme & Fun 3.7

/URPRI/C ATTACK!

After a most triumphant per-

formance by the great Zebe-

diah, Jake is jumped by weirdos

from beneath the San Andreas

fault. Jump into the fray, dude!

) Earn Extra Lives!
At the start of the game, stop when you

^

encounter the first green character. Adjust 2

your position until an endless stream of green S

guys attacks from the right. Hold your place 1

and zap them continuously. Once you've col-
j

lected your max of 22 lives, forge onward.

Under this bogus big-top, a variety

of grotesque goons will assault

you. In all areas, it's a good idea to

move with your magic zap power
fully charged. Don't forget to cut

loose if an enemy gets in your way.

J Flying Fools
Once you burst the balloon

these killer clowns are riding,

the joker will attack in a frenzy.

Fire repeatedly to wipe him out.

v y
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THE TWELVE mRGIC /PEU/
jRP Jake begins his challenge armed with 1 2 beau- stage. To use a spell, press Start to bring up the

dacious magic spells. Each spell uses magical subscreen and press A to select the spell. Push Up

I energy which is only replenished after you finish a and B to activate the spell.

-OP

Returns you to normal (relatively, that

is) after a transformation.

Creates a burning blast of fire,

destroying every enemy in the

Equivalent to eating a full pizza, it

replenishes all your life energy.

LIFE HALF UP
Releases a powerful bubble that

wipes the screen clean of bad guys

ine non rorm nas a very umiieo

range attack, but is invulnerable

when it jumps. This can be useful in

passing the fire fountains in 2-2.

Restores only as much life as a taco

or two, but It’s cheaper to cast.

-2P-2P-2P
the most useful of the

pells, the Eagle form grants

1 a sharp boomerang attack.

PerhapsWhisk away all the weirdos

magical windstorm

flight

DAMAGE SHIELD
The form of choice for surfing, or

aquatic action when you encounter

Rock and roll your enemies away

with this stonev blast.

ers you immune to harm for

seconds.

•

To waste this mohawkea giant,

attack the gem set in his chest.

If you make it to Rubyllia with

lots of Magic Power, use the

Stop Time spell to freeze him

as you fire. Try to shoot from a

distance so you can escape if

he rushes you. You'll also want

to be careful to avoid the corn

he pops at you.

J The Hard Climb Up
It can be difficult to climb the balloon

stairs as the enemies are most deviously

positioned. Just to be safe, use your ele-

mental spells to clear the screen.
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TO THE RE/CUE!
Jake has rescued Allison, but she
has most distressing news. Her
father, a mondo-brainy scientist,

has been kidnapped by the subter-

raneans. Go for it, dude!

Gnarly Waveless Water World!
Your best interest is served by staying clear """"

of the water in this stage, which can be

accomplished without resorting to the Fish

transformation. But if you fall in, by all —^

\

‘’iESS

v means make the switch, dude.

KIDnRPP€D!
From the wild carnival, Jake pur-

sues the cruel creatures who have
made off with his righteous girl

friend Allison! The chase is on
through city streets, grody to the

max sewers, and a totally treacher-

ous construction site.

) Mech-Monkey
This outrageously inhuman dude can be a total

bummer. Try letting him have it with stored zap
power. You don't want to use too much magical
energy at the beginning of the stage.

5) Robot Tiki Dude
Don't jump to avoid this

'droids's bouncing bul-

let shots, but chill-out

and move side to side

so they bounce over

your head. Attack with

full zap power!



Something Fishy’s Going On
As the Fish, the Sea Hag is

simple to beat. Stay as far

away from it as possible and

hit it with your throwing stars.
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You're about to enter one of the most challenging

stages in the game—the underground domain of

the creatures behind all the trouble. It is time to

strive for complete excellence!

AC6 OF 6D0GV
This is it, dudes! The final level in this far-out

affair. Be patient as you advance, with your zap
energy fully charged at all times. You'll encoun-
ter some familiar foes, but here they take more
hits to defeat.

Scrolling Scorpions!

Mondo sicko scorpions are the

standard baddies in this cave.

Stand your ground and don't

scroll them off the screen, or

they'll come back fully powered.

Make short hops to dodge their

shots.

Low Clearance Ahead
With the low ceiling, it can be harsh to attempt a jump over the
spikes. You might want to use the Damage Shield and run over
them, or transform _ J



J Plant Head
This is a hardy vegetable head, but

it's basic to defeat. Shoot the eye-

ball tentacle a few times until it

starts spitting seeds. Attack it from

a distance, timing your shots to

strike when its mouth is open. It

takes a ton of shots, but it's easy.

FROG OF THE UflDERUIORlD
If you're looking for creepy, this dude
Fang fits the bill to a T, as in Totally!

Transform into the Eagle and catch air

to avoid the Energy Pods he tosses. Be

ready to rise above the energy streams

which the Pods fire upwards.

‘ttr ir irritcM

'

3 ’Gator Hater
We recommend an aerial path over this 'gator

infested pool. Although it's possible to ride the

'gators across, they occasionally jump and that

will result in a most embarrassing pin cushion

head from the spikes on the ceiling.

) Super Strong Boss Man
Of all the boss Bosses, this one is the bossest. Its

head is the weak point—when he comes close to

you, use Stop Time to freeze him and hit him with a

full power zap or three. You'll have a gnarly time

^defeating this guy using any tactics.

So this is the megatonnage evil bad dude behind all the trouble! Edogy spits

fireballs in a circular motion—hop to it and avoid these powerful projectiles.

You can fake him out by jumping, but you'll want to keep your feet on the

ground so you can blast his feet, which are his only weak point. Be excellent

V^and you will be most triumphant!



You may already know about the TMNT D Ten Turtle

code which adds to your Turtles in reserve. Now
our Agents have come up with a code which will

allow you to begin on any stage of'the game. On the

Title Screen, press Down five times and Right

Seven times on the Control Pad. Then press the B
Button, the A Button and the Start Button. After you
select your Turtle, the Stage Number will appear on
the screen. Change this number by pressing Left

and Right on the Control Pad, then press the A But-

ton to begin on the desired stage.

In case you missed the Ten Turtle code, here it is: At
the Title Screen press Up, Right, Right, Down,
Down, Down, Left, Left, Left and Left again on the
Control Pad, then press the B Button, the A Button
and the Start Button. You'll have 9 Turtles in

reserve. We're working on the ultimate TMNT II

code now which will work both as a Ten Turtle code
and a Stage Select! Look for it in a future issue.

Sail away to any of the eight Adventure Islands in-

stantly with an easy to enter code. As the Title

sequence is on the screen, press Right, Left, Right

and Left on the Control Pad. Then press the A and B
Buttons in the following sequence: A, B, A, B. The
message "World Select Mode" will appear with a

list of all of the Islands and a cursor pointing to

Island #1. Move the cursor by pressing Up and
Down on the Control Pad and press the A Button to

begin on the desired Island. By using this code you
can begin on an advanced stage of the game,
though you won't have any of the special items that

you might collect in the early stages. If you're an
inexperienced island adventurer, you may want to

start from the beginning to make the later stages

easier to conquer.

Press Right, Lett, Right, Left, A, B, A and B when the Title sequence Is running

to have the option to select any Island from the beginning.
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I From Agent #660

Get much needed help from a hidden Potion in the

first underground passage of Chapter Six by faith-

fully leaping over a gap that seems much to long. In

the room where Muumus walk around a square

path, there's a Sink Tile near the exit Gate and a

solid Tile far to the right with only water visible be-

tween them. After you defeat the Muumus, jump to

the Sink Tile and quickly leap to the right, aiming

for the Tile in the upper-right corner. A new Tile will

appear between the other two Tiles and save you

from falling into the water. Jump again to the right

and another Tile will appear, producing a Switch on

the far right Tile. When you hit the Switch, a Potion

will appear on the first Tile that emerged. Collect

the Potion and move on. You'll find other special

items by using the same method elsewhere. If you

see a Tile that looks unreachable, try to leap to it

anyway. You may be surprised by a last second

save.

Instead of exiting tfie room immediately alter the Muumus have been defeated,

jump to the right from the Sink tile. Two tiles and a Potion will emerge from

the murky depths, making the challenges ahead easier to endure.

One of the most challenging sections of StarTrop-

ics is the second underground battle in the Lost

Ruins of Chapter Six. Not only is the passage long,

but the enemies inside are strong and numerous. It

helps to have as many Hearts as possible before

you go into battle and our Agents have found a way

to accumulate two full rows of Hearts. In the area

outside of the underground passage you'll find a

simple maze which leads to a Big Heart. Usually, if

you collect a Big Heart that Heart will never show

up in the same place again. This particular Big

Heart, though, will come back to be collected

again and again. Once you collect the Heart, go

to the beginning of the battle scene, then exit

and retrace your steps. Continue on this path

until you have accumulated the maximum of 22
Hearts. Then fight to the end of Chapter Six with

extra endurance.

Collect the Big Heart in the Lost

Ruins of Chapter Six. Then enter the

second underground passage. Leave

and collect the Heart again. Continue

with this loop until you have two full

rows of Hearts.

ta a
|
From Accent #174

For a little extra motivation to finish this puzzler, you

can preview the celebration that will take place

when you complete each level before you start

playing. While the Title Screen is showing, press

and hold Right on the Control Pad of Controller II

and the* A Button of Controller n. Then press the

Start Button of

Controller I. An
Option Screen

will appear,

allowing you to

look at the end

of each stage

and the end of

the game.

Right and A on Controller I and press Start 01

Controller I for the option to view the ending
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Last issue we reported on a Password for this chal-

lenger which will allow you to begin with a full load

of weapons. Now our Agents have found a Pass-
word which gives you unlimited chances to Con-
tinue. On the Title Screen, press Up on the Control
Pad of both Controllers and the Password Screen
will appear. Enter SJM333 as your Password and
press the Start Button when the game requests
another Password. When you play, you'll be able to

Continue as many times as you wish. In case you
missed it last issue, the Password for full Weapons
is CKWJT4.

Press Up on the Control Pads of both Controllers. Then enter &
• You'll be able to Continue whenever your game Is o\

|
From AqENT #710

While the leaders of the advanced stages of this

space thriller may be difficult to defeat, the
machine at the end of the first stage will literally

self destruct if you give it enough time. When you
get to the end of the

stage, stay in a safe spot

just left of center and
wait. In less than two
minutes, the machine
falls apart on its own
accord. Defeating the

other machines, though,

will require more work.

|
From AqENT #045

Earn an endless supply of Gold Pieces by selling the

Staff of Thunder over and over again. You'll need
the Gold Key, Silver Key and Jailor's Key in order to

reach an Evil Clown locked in the Jail of Midenhall

Castle. Defeat the Evil Clown and, if you have room
for another item, you'll receive the Staff of Thunder.

Go to the store near the gate of Midenhall Castle

and sell the Staff of Thunder for 19,500 Gold
Pieces. Then visit the King and save your progress.

Press Reset on the Control Deck and resume your

quest. The Evil Clown will return to the Jail of

Midenhall Castle again. Defeat him and you will

receive the Staff of Thunder again. Continue to col-

lect and sell the Staff of Thunder until you have
reached the maximum of 65,535 Gold Pieces.

Sell the Staff of Thunder In the shop

outside Midenhall Castle, save your

quest by speaking to the King, reset

the game and return to the Jail to

collect the Staff of Thunder again.
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mmmW After you enter the initial Stage Select code,

press and hold the buttons shown on this table

and press Start twice to go to the desired

stage.

| From Accent #459

Start this action-packed ninja battle at the begin-

ning of any stage with a special Stage Select code.

When the Title Screen appears, first, choose the

number of players. Then press the A and B Buttons

in the following order: A, A, A, A, B, B, B, B, A, B, A,

B, A, B, A, B. You'll know that the code has been

entered correctly when you hear a short bonus

sound. Consult the table in the next column and

press and hold the buttons that correspond with

the stage that you'd like to select. While holding the

buttons, press the Start Button oh Controller I

twice. You'll begin in the selected stage! To choose

the Music Selection Screen, enter the code as

described above, press and hold the A and B But-

tons on both Controllers and press the Start Button

on Controller I. When the Music Selection Screen

appears, press Left and Right on the Control Pad to

change the music titles and press the A Button to

start the tune.

Stage Controller I Controller n
1-1

1-2 B

1-3 A
1-4 A, B

2-1 B

2-2 B B

2-3 B A

3-1 B A, B

3-2 A

3-3 A B

4-1 A A

4-2 A A, B

4-3 A, B
5-1 A, B B

5-2 A, B A
Sound Test A, B A, B

On the Title Screen, press A, A, A, A, B, B, B, B, A, B, A, B, A, B, A and B. Then

press and hold the buttons that correspond with the stage that you’d like to

select and press the Start Button twice to begin!

While you're selecting a stage you can make your

fighter invincible. Enter the Stage Select code and

while you are pressing and holding the buttons

which correspond to the desired stage, press and

hold Down on the Control Pad of Controller n. Then

start the game. Your fighter will be unaffected by

enemy fire, but the Life Meter will still lose energy if

your fighter falls into a bottomless pit.

Wanted: Special Agents
A popular activity among Nintendo game experts is developing tips and strate-

gies. If you'd like to share your own special tips with us, send them in! Choose
your own Agent Number (3 digits) and be sure to include it with your tips.

Our address is:

Nintendo Power

Classified Information

P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA 98073-9733
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AClash Of Steel
Passage Of PerilsJourney back to the days of yore as a

Master Swordsman in Activision's new
action/adventure. There you'll find that

the Kingdom of Eledar has been laid

waste by Vishok the Serpent God. No
one, save you, remains to challenge him.
En garde!

Through forest, town and castle you
must pass, cleaving your path with a

keen blade. In all, there are seven
levels, most of them in the castle.



Mastering Swordplay

SWORD MASTER
MFG ACTIVISION

MEMORY MMC3 I

& Sound

Play Control

Challenge & Excitement

VOLUMES-

POWER METER

Combine a jump with an

Overhead Stroke for a strong

attack worth three or more HP.

Hit the A Button twice in a row

for Super Jumps that reach

high flying Bats. Step off a

ledge, then hit the A Button for

one Hit

Point. It's a good attack because

you’ll be well defended.

SIDEARM THRUST

H GH SHIELD LOW SHIELD

FIREMAGIC STAFF

BOMBS

EXP/1 2 HP!EXP/10 HP I EXP/2

m by the Grim Reaper, this spell Although this spell is called Thunder, its

lobs explosives at the enemy. Save up your Experience bolt of lightning that moves across the screen. Press A-
Points for the final foes b<

Know Thy Spells

The numbers reflect Experience

Points used and the HP inflicted

for spells cast with or without the

B Button.

Defense

Push Up on the controller to

defend against fire rain and the

Overhead Strokes of enemies.

Kneel to defend against low

attacks. If an enemy touches

your lowered shield it will

receive a stab.

0 EXP/1 HP

The first magic spell fires balls of flame a short

distance. You won’t have a shield, though, so don’

waste HP and Experience Points using it.

A searing fireball singes your enemies, and if you

hold down the B Button the fireball transforms into a

raging inferno that evil beings can’t w

Use three basic attack techniques

and two defensive stances to

combat and fend off the enemies.

Also master the different jumps.

The Overhead Stroke, worth two

Hit Points, is effective against

most enemies except those

that attack low to the ground.

The Sidearm Thrust is worth

one Hit Point. Strike straight

ahead at your enemy, but

watch for a counterattack.



Enemies
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THE FOREST

It is the Forest of Living Darkness, home to

Bats, Wolves an Ogre and Marillious the

Wizard. Attack every enemy to build up your

Experience Points. Even if you start over, the

u
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Hints on defeating Gorak

are below. Once you get

back to the left side of

die screen to avoid bell

bit by swift Wolves and

SHERIDON VILLAGE

MARILLIOUS THE WIZARD
He is a master of

reappear in different

places. Beware of

The villagers have fled, leaving you alone to

clean up the town. Here you'll find Fire Ele-

mental, Zombies, and the mysterious Evil

Eyes. If you duel the Knight of the Serpent and
win, you'll earn the Magic Staff.

tbe closest Eye is at Its

To get

^
when the Eye is at its

lest point then

e forward and jump

use an Overhead Stroke. Timed

correctly, the backswing knocks the

Eye above you backward and out of

the picture. Now jump over the

second Eye.

Uke you he Is a master

swordsman, capable of

matching you stroke for

stroke, parry for parry.

At first he may seem

well nigh invincible, but

he has t

MASTER THE
MONSTERS

For every foe there is at

least one winning strat-

egy, but there may be
more.

D DIRE WOLF

Tire Wolves, whether Uke most ogres, Borak is

slow. Either jump and hit

him with an Overhead, or

stab straight ahead and

quickly step back out of

the range of his club.

ground, can be defeated

easily by kneeling. When
the Wolf hits your shield he

will become a flaming

furball.

S SKELETON W WIZARD

Overhead Straight Thrusts best against Raise your shield to block Marillious’ blue rain, or

kneel to block his fireballs. When he appears close

to you, stab quickly then block his attack. Keep to

the left to avoid being hit when he suddenly appeal

warrior. Vou

V VAMPIRE BAT up. Try

These blood-sucking,

airborne mice can be



THE COURTYARD

Broken columns and crumbling ledges

just the beginning of your worries in this

The Fire Drakes are treacherous and the

goyle is waiting. The Bomb Spell

who clear the level.

A new jumping tech-

nlque-the Falling

column safely. Step off

a ledge, then as you

begin to fall press the

Always defeat nearby

jump. If you

jump first, they’ll

usually knock

you off Into a

FE FIRE ELEMENTAL Z ZOMBIE

THE GARGOYLE
Most of the time the

Gargoyle slumbers as a

stone statue, but when

you wake him up he

hurting a

As disgusting as the Creeping It's the duel of the century! Your best attack is

close in, drop to your knee and make a quick k

jab. Then, immediately move back out of the

range. Keep repeating this. An alternative is

in, attack with the Overhead Thrust, then jum

slash to defeat them, taking

particular care to time your

jump to miss the Elementals
1

own two feet. Zombies must not be

touched.

C CREEPING GHOUL FS FIRE SEED

MB Inside the castle

creatures: giant lizards, evil

Grim Reaper for starters. If

Reaper, you'll gain the magic

CASTLE ENTRANCE

THE GRIM REAPER
He is the master of death,

armed with bombs, fireballs

and a scythe. Even worse,

he has a Healing spell and

may refill his energy in the

middle of a battle.



CASTLE CORRIDOR

The path is clear and enemies like the Grim
Reaper and the Gargoyle will be familiar. But

beware the heated assault of Flail!

EMERALD DRAGON
The flaming breath ol the

Emerald Dragon scorches

everything in its way that

isn't shielded.

Not all of the traps devised by Vishok are liv-

ing. Here in the dungeon each step could be
your last if you don't watch for crushing Balls,

thrusting Spears and falling Stones.

FD fire drake |hpi F the flail

A Fire Drake Is easy to

defeat, just

you do so

Move toward Flail quickly when he appears. When he

Jumps, move right He won’t stand a chance If you

If you don t,

fert.

you II be

E EMERALD DRAGON

Protect yourself by kneeling behind tf

and attack after a flaming breath, or i

when the dragon hops backward.



you've reached the heart of the

ihould make sure your Experience

so you can use magic. The power-

and sorcerers are your greatest

HP29

Vishok waits at the end of the

quest. Aim for the oval mirror^

below his head and perhaps yoi

will avoid the trap he has set^j

MU

DARK SORCERER
Try to save your Experience

Points lor casting spells against

the baddest of the bad guys

here in the Castle's Keep. But

whatever you do, don't let your

Experience Meter reset on this

final level!

The Dark Sorcerer has a reputation of evil that is

unsurpassed in the kingdom. His attack will

remind you of the Grim Reaper's, but he has a

Thunder Spell In addition to the flaming balls and

EH?SL SLIME HP 1 HP21

Deep in the dungeon

live the Slime.

They’re easy to beat,

but you may be so

busy dodging Spears

and Stones that you

The Silver Knight, twin of the Gold Knight, has taken

a different path and serves Vishok. When he leaps

up, defend against the mace spikes with a raised

shield. For regular attacks, use the lowered shield.

Keep your distance and leap in for an Overhead

Stroke between his attacks.

Attack from close In, as you

did against the Reaper. Using

your shield from a kneeling

position Is your only hope

against the Thunder Spell.

once the boomerang

axe Is on its return

flight. If you press the

Barbarian far to the

right, move back to the

left for extra room.

HP32
The Fire Mage is one of the

two evil powers in control of

the kingdom. When you meet
him, stay near the left edge of

the screen, kneeling for pro-

tection against his fire. Press

forward to touch your shield

against him. This is the same
as an attack, but you do not

expose yourself.
GK gold knight

The Gold Knight once

worked for the cause

of Justice, but he has

been put under an

evil spell by the Fire

Mage and now you

must face him in

battle. The awesome

Fire Sword of the

Gold Knight shoots

flames. Leap over the

flames to get in close

VISHOK
“
Excellent

.

Another victim in my trap

Spells from a

distance.



A TOUR OF ENGLISH DEVELOPERS
The British Invasion: it was rock 'n roll in the '60’s, but it’s video games in the
’90’s. Again the creations of British artists are taking America by storm, but
now the creative medium is the computer, and specifically the Nintendo
Entertainment System.

Behind The Scenes
You probably instantly recognize names
like Nintendo, Data East, Tradewest and
Acclaim when it come to NES games.
But have you heard of Rare, Software

Creations, Ocean or Elite? These are

just a few of the many development
companies that work behind the scenes

to create NES and Game Boy games for

other publishers.

A publisher (also called a "licensee") of

Nintendo video games has the

resources and connections to market

and sell a completed video game, but

doesn't always have the staff needed to

design and program one. Even those

video game publishing companies that

do have in-house programmers will

often use outside development firms to

create some of their games. And it just

so happens that many of the best devel-

opers for the NES and Game Boy are in

England.

Why England?
England was as much a part of the per-

sonal computer revolution of the early

1980's as the U.S. was. But while the

early British P.C.'s enjoyed wide distribu-

tion because they were inexpensive and
easy to use, they also contained many
"bugs." British computer enthusiasts took

up the challenge and made the best of

them. The low cost of these systems,

coupled with public support of computer
literacy in England, created a generation

of users with knowledge and enthusiasm

for computer programming. Because so
many people use P.C.'s in England, there is

great demand for software, and therefore

many job opportunities for game design-

ers. The demand for soft-

ware and the supply of

computer programming
talent makes England an

ideal location for video

game developers.

The Culture Gap
Being in England does not pose as

much of a problem as you might

think to the British developers who
make games for a U.S. audience.

The cultural differences between
the U.K. and U.S. are minimal, and

usually don't affect game related

subjects. Sports games are prob-

ably the most challenging subject

for British programmers since

sports such as basketball and base-
ball are popular in the U.S. but not

over there. For example. Software

Creations' programmers had to

watch hours of video footage to

gain insight into the subtleties of

basketball for Magic Johnson's Fast

Break. So far, many of the British

developers have specialized in NES
conversions of arcade games with

proven popularity in the U.S. O R.C. Pro Am: Developed by Rare, published by

Nintendo.
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© Wizards and Warriors:

Developed by Rare,

published by Acclaim.

V; Magic Johnson's Fast

Break: NES conversion

developed by Software

Creations, published by

Tradewest.

© Silver Sutler: Developed

by Software Creations,

published by Arcadia

Systems Inc.

© Dragon's Lair: Developed by MotiveTIme,

published by CSG Imagesoft.

A Directory Of British Developers
With almost one fourth of all NES games coming
from England, a surprisingly small number of devel-

opers are responsible. The majority of British games
have been done by Rare, but new companies dedicat-

ed to creating NES games are being founded all the

time. Look for these names on the title screen of your

games to see if you've been invaded!

O Argonaut Software Ltd., London

O Audiogenic Software, Ltd., Harrow

O Beam Software (Opening a British office

soon)

O Elite Systems Ltd., Walsall

© Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Sheffield

O Ocean Software, Manchester

O Psygnosis Ltd., Liverpool

O Rare Ltd., Twycross Works

O The Sales Curve Ltd., London

© Software Creations, Manchester

©The Source, West Yorkshire

The Touf Starts Here
We had a chance to get informa-

tion from only a few of the devel-

opers in Great Britain, and we
completely left out the many
developers from other parts of the

world. However, from the few

developers we had a

chance to talk to, we
not only learned a lot

about each individual

developer, but also

about the game
design process in

general. Turn the

page to find out more

about four of the

most successful Brit-

ish developers: Rare,

Software Creations,

Ocean and Elite:
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One of the best known NES development companies
in England, Rare Limited, had its start 1 5 years ago in

the coin-op industry. As soon as the NES began to

gain popularity. Rare's programmers recognized the

potential of the system and created a development
system for it, making them the first NES developers

outside of Japan.

Rare's premiere NES title. Slalom, began a develop-

ing-publishing partnership with Nintendo that con-

tinues to this day. Several early NES classics, such as

R.C. Pro-Am and Wizards and Warriors, are Rare

games developed for other

publishers (Nintendo and
Acclaim).

Now the largest developer

that specializes in NES
games. Rare has complet-

ed some 50 games for the

NES and Game Boy for a

variety of publishers. Be-

tween its British offices

(located in a 300-year old building in central England)

and its Miami branch. Rare employs 55 artists, pro-

grammers and designers.

Rare's programmers are committed to creating the

very best games possible in the NES format and they

enjoy the technical challenge of pushing the system to

its limits. They are especially proud of Marble

Madness, a game they created for Milton Bradley. The
high speed three-dimensional scrolling is something
many said couldn't be done on the NES. The same
technology was also used in Snake Rattle 'N Roll.

Rare's game designing

philosophy is "fewer prod-

ucts-better quality." Of the

nine projects Rare's

designers currently have in

the works, they are most
excited about Battletoads

(which will be published by
Tradewest). In designing

Battletoads, they had
maximum creative freedom and planned much more
than just an NES game. All of the characters were
given backgrounds with the detail of a movie script.

Rare and Tradewest are hoping that Battletoads will

be the next big hit in the U.S., with as much tie-in

potential as T.M.N.T. We'll have to wait and see!

"Creating a new generation of Innovative Software" is

the catchphrase for Manchester's Software Creations

Ltd. The company was founded in April 1 986 and has

experienced rapid growth since then, now employing

some 28 full time staff members, the majority of

whom are under 25. Software Creations ROM Devel-

opments, a group formed in 1 988 to work exclusively

on NES games, has since

created eight titles for the

system, including World
Games (Milton Bradley),

Magic Johnson's Fast

Break (Tradewest) and

Silver Surfer (Arcadia).

But the game Software

Creations' staff is most
proud of is the award-win-

ning Solstice, which was published by CSG Image-

soft. Whereas Software Creations' previous projects

were produced on order from other publishers. Sol-

stice was a completely original idea designed by SC's

development teams. This gave them the creative free-

dom that is sometimes lacking when they're design-

ing a product to someone else's specifications. For

example, when they convert an arcade game for use

with the NES, their goal is to stay as close to the origi-

nal program as possible.

When designing a game for the NES, the staff of Soft-

ware Creations likes to create things which are origi-

nal and technically difficult rather than just modeling

their games after other

successful titles. Software

Creations' designers start

with a main character and
build a world around him

or her. A main character

may have as many as 48
frames of animation, while

enemy characters have

many fewer. Even though

less time and memory is spent on the various foes a

hero encounters. Software Creations' designers avoid

"random baddies," pointing out that all the best

games have enemy characters with lots of per-

sonality.

As for the future, SC has seven NES titles in the works

as well as a handful for the 1 6-bit Nintendo system.

Software Creations will soon open a new develop-

ment facility especially designed for making video

game software.

Michael Webb and Richard Kay of

Software Creations.
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Ray Musci (head ol Ocean's U.S. office) and Gary Bracey from Ocean Software Ltd.

Ocean Software Ltd. specializes in creating P.C.

games and video games based on movie licenses and
arcade conversions. Even though it may seem limiting

to do games based on movies, there is still the chal-

lenge of coming up with refreshing ideas to accom-
pany the titles. Plus, the recognition to the general

public is greater when you do a game based on a

popular character or movie. Ocean meets the chal-

lenge with a staff of over 30 in-house artists and crea-

tors. It is this group of creators, many of whom are

self-taught, that has been the key to Ocean's success.

Like many video game developers, Ocean's techs

"reverse engineered" the NES and created their own
development system. This process, in basic terms,

involves disassembling the system and learning how
it works inside and out (don't try this at home). Engi-

neers then create a programming system to create

games specifically for the NES. This is a great way for

designers to become intimately familiar with the way
the NES works. Among other factors, a company's
development system often accounts for the unique

look and feel of its games. Occasionally, companies
sell copies of their development systems, but because
research and design are so complex, the systems are

very expensive.

After lengthy experience as a developer. Ocean will

soon test the waters as a

full-fledged publisher, or

NES licensee, which
means that it will control

all aspects of creating and
selling a game. Ocean's

first game for the NES,
The Untouchables, was
recently released, and
Darkman is currently

under development.

Like Ocean, Elite also focuses their product develop-

ment strategy on "Character Merchandised" and

arcade conversion software products. Elite has long

provided PC software to users in England, some of it

based on FamiCom and NES titles such as Com-
mando, Ikari Warriors, Mighty Bomb Jack and Ghosts

'N Goblins. Elite is just beginning to convert in the

other direction, creating

games for the NES and

Game Boy under its asso-

ciated development house
MotiveTime. So far Mo-
tiveTime's staff has creat-

ed Dragon's Lair for the

NES and Dragon's Lair:

The Legend for Game Boy
(both published by CSG).

Elite provided us with a list of what it supplies to its

customer (the publisher of the game) in a "develop-

ment package":

—Initial Appraisal and Investigation
-Design Documentation
—Product Development
—Internal Work-In-Progress Evaluation
—Testing
—Documentation
—Product Support
Developers provide more than just the game design.

They often help do research on what kind of games
will sell and they provide support during and after the

design process. Before Nintendo will stamp its Seal

Of Quality on a game, it must be bug-free. Technical

quality is the responsibility of the publisher of the

game, and for that they may need the assistance of

the developer.

As you can imagine, all this isn't cheap. Although

prices vary from developer to developer, it would cost

at least $75,000 just to get one game developed. This

is not including any production or marketing costs.

IN THE FUTURE
Although all the developers we talked to enjoy creating games for the NES

and Game Boy, they were also excited about the potential of Nintendo's 16-bit

system. Many had projects in the works, and we can't wait to see them.

Not only does the 16-bit system offer us new game play possibilities, but

also the opportunity to report on 1 6-bit development. Stay tuned.
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GAME PAK DATA BOX
S.C.A.T.
NATSUME

memory hWfT" -

Graphics & Sound 3.6

Play Control 4.1

Challenge & Excitement 3.4

Theme & Fun 3.1

Where No Ma
Team, or S.C.A.T. for

desperate mission to save Earth. Sound familiar? Natsume's first

of an NES game in America doesn't break any new ground in the story

telling, but the five blistering levels of action and exciting two playe

option will keep action fans glued to their TVs. From New York to oute

space you'll light up the sky. Extra maps and strategies for defeating th<

higher levels are on the back of this issue's poster.

SIGOURNEY1KJii

He was an average Joe before the

President called. Now, with cyber-

netic enhancements, he is more

any man on Earth.

She is the match of any man or

alien, a master of weapons and

tactics, and her bionic abilities



wmmmmmmam.

TWICE THE

WAVE
Next to the Laser, this is your

best choice. The wide spread of

the Wave can take out many
enemies at once.

Increase your flying speed and

maneuverability with this

option. Get it as soon as you

can.

Although playing S.C.A.T. alone is a thumb-numbing
challenge, it's even more fun if you team up with a

bionic buddy. Parts of the game are so thick with

aliens that the extra fire power is almost a must. Both

Arnold and Sigourney have

TWICE THE STRATEGY
Teamwork is the key to defeating

the alien defenses. One player

should face right while the other

faces left so you will fight back-to-

back. You'll still have to fly up and
down the screen to pick off the

aliens as they appear, but if you

move quickly, none ofthem should

penetrate your defenses. When
attackers swarm from one direc-

tion, both of you should head into

the attack.

Each S.C.A.T. member has a
!

pair of Blasters that can be

positioned to fire at different ji

angles. For maximum cover-

age, angle your Blasters ;

about 45 degrees in the
s

direction you are facing. If
j

more enemies are appearing i

from a different direction,
[

redirect your aim toward that
j

sector.

BLASTER STRATEGIES
In parts of the game
you'll fly up walls from

which few enemies

attack. To protect your-

self against any aliens

that do attack from the

wall, angle your Blasters

at 45 degrees toward

the walls to sweep them
clean

“Usten up. II you

but your partner I

Bars, he'll give yt

stay in the action

I your Life Bars,

e than eight Life

Bar and you'll "When Amie and I have Bombs or normal

weapons our Blasters Are multiple

LASERBesides gaining new weapons,

you can also increase your Life

Bars by blasting aliens. Only

eight Life Bars show on the

screen, but extra lives appear on
the Game Over screen.

This is the best weapon, so

hang on to it once you get it.

Your shots are continuous and

make a steady stream.

BOMB
In areas where you need Blas-

ters on rapid fire, the Bomb
works well. Otherwise, Bombs
themselves are slow to fire.

RECOVER
Near the end of each stage,

usually just before the final

enemy, you'll find a Recover to

boost your Life Bars.



As you ascend the towers, hovering just a few feet

Forward Ho!

Start Map 1

NEW YORK CITY
Like everyone else, the aliens want a piece of the Big
Apple. Only problem is that they want it in pieces. Now
the place is swarming with robots and defensive
Lasers. You'll have to fly both horizontally and verti-

cally while being attacked constantly. Grab the Laser
in the first Pod to make life easier.

Home Sweet Homing Missiles
The only fond memories you'll

have of these weapons is

how you destroyed them. The

that "home in on you." It's

destroy

quickly

At the edge of the city waits a giant tank that

fires energy beams from an eye and wreck-
ing balls from portals on its platform. If you
have the Laser it's easy. Stand on the plat-

form just to the left of the first portal and
continually fire while aiming your upper
Blaster at the eye. Without the Laser, you'll 1,111 take some fancy

have to dodge the wrecking balls.
" yln

.

9 ^ don'* *ave

° the user. Aim for the

and dodge the balls.

with the Laser, just stand

as shown and blast away.

Nothing could be easier.

What Goes Up

Must Come Down
Coming down the side of a

skyscraper Is no easier than going

up. Use the same strategy with

your Blasters that you used while

Hying upward. Take out laser

beams before passing In front of

them.

All Tanked Up And Nowhere To Go

Always redirect the Blasters according to the direction of attacking aliens. For instance, if you
destroy all the lasers and guns on a building, you should aim the Blasters forward to help meet the

threat of oncoming foes.

Be Prepared For
A Pain In The Back



SUBTERANEAN REALM
The aliens have dug in for the long haul here in the heart of the planet.

You'll grapple with huge mechanical arms while avoiding the concen-

trated fire of enemy robots as you seek the Astrotube.

you. Fir

the hea

dodge t

[

Our continuing coverage of Sj

48) will take you from a sufc

filled with the invading alie

Malmort to his orbiting space
you’ll learn the secrets of ridii

Astrotube and how to storm tJ

ship. Your mission to save Ear
restrial tyranny has just beg
your Lasers and hitch up thosi
This is life in the fastest lane.

Start Stage 2

Danger From Below
While passing beneath

two columns, you’ll be

exposed to attacks froi

below. Position your

Blasters to fire straight

and down.

At the end of

the under-

ground is an

alien monstrosity in the form of a snake. Stay in the

middle of the chamber, firing at the snake's head

and dodging the homing missiles.

Cyber Snake

Blink And You’re History
The most confusing aspect of life in the Astrotube is the speed

at which the background passes. You feel as if you're out of

control. On the upside, the enemies are no more numerous

than before. Avoid getting the Bombs halfway up. Their slow

rate of fire is a definite handicap.

THE ASTROTUBE
The gateway to space is like no other challenge

you've faced. Once you reach the vertical tube,

the screen begins scrolling by in a blue/green

blur. It seems like an endless journey, and the

aliens never let up. Here you will meet newer
and more dangerous enemies including aerial

mines.

START
STAGE 3



Blast!

Use your uppei

Blaster to zap

laser cannons,

hovering just al

or below the Ie

you'll be out ol

path ol the hig

energy beams.

THE BATTLESHIP
It's huge and red, bristling with lasers and

protected by swarms of angry aliens. Your job is

to reach the aft warp drive engines and blow
them, but this is the most fire power you've faced

yet and you'll need to play it smart. Take

your time and don't waste Life Bars.

An Arms Race
anized

ig toward

suddenly

to grab

directly at

then

flying

THE ORBITING
PLATFORM

Here in the ocean of space you'll find Vile

Malmort's command post guarded by

the greatest concentration of defenses

ever seen. The laser cannon on the roofs

and floors are brutal and the alien robots

are the fittest fighting machines within a

thousand Light-years.

RINGS OF FIRE

Tons of Guns
the end of this stage take out the upper and
ver guns first, then aim for the middle. If you
ve three Life Bars it'll be easy.

PASS THROUGH
THE AIRLOCK

TO OUTER SPACE.

START STAGE 5
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ng The Lasers

he

1—
Wax The Warp Drives

By the time you reach the stern of the Battleship,

you'll be ready for rest. No such luck. Dodge the

missiles and aim at the Warp Drive engines with

your Laser or Wave.

Battle On
The Bridge

The Bridge of the Battleship

is heavily defended. Knock
out the twin lasers by blasting

through the glass window.

Laser Lapses
n you spot a laser, look for the

ty zone before moving into the line

re. Don’t bother trying to blow

1 away. They're indestructible!

Vile Malmort
Like Darth Vader on a grander scale. Vile Malmort
is a force to reckon with—a force of the Dark Side.

Luckily your strategy is simple. Aim at his skeletal

face while dodging the arsenal he fires at you. Not
so luckily, he has quite an arsenal to unleash. Beef

up your response by aiming your Blasters forward.

Quickness counts, too. Make sure you pick up the

Speed option early in Stage 5. And extra Life Bars

will help big time.

TO MAP 2

phics are
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TM&©1990 KEMCO SEIKA

Prologue

PrinceTheo Starts His Quest

As you begin your jour-

ney the Stone Mill (Area

A) will not hold much sig-

nificance. Later, though,

you will discover a se-

cret at the Mill.

rd of Hope

Long ago, peace was assured in the

kingdom of Riccar by a Sword which
was thrust in a painting of the king-

dom's most feared enemy. As long as
this Sword, the Sword of Hope, was in

place, the evil dragon would not use _

his force. The Dragon did, however, 4
persuade the King to remove the \
Sword through the power of the mind. ,

Since then, evil has reigned.

Hope Comes To Riccar

Most of the citizens of Ric-

car were transformed into

Trees by the forces that

commanded the Kingdom.

But. one brave Knight es-

caped this fate and saved

the King's son from cer-

tain death. Now the son.

Prince Theo, has grown to

manhood and it's up to him

to free the kingdom. Thus

a new role-playing adven-

ture from Kemco/Seika

begins.

Jj'
Level 1

1 Pascals Forest

j
Pascal, the knight who saved and
brought up Prince Theo, has lived in

this Forest since the evil era began. Theo
will journey from here.

rmrrtr-jr^ While most of the citizens of Riccar

~"Tp25j have been Trees for many years.

The keeper of the shop (Area B) will offer to sell you supplies

when you enter her establishment. Buy supplies If you have

enough Gold. Then leave and immediately return. The shop-

keeper will remember you and tell you of a Treasure Chest In

Ihe back room (Area C). Open this Chest and you’ll receive

the Spell of Grace.



!„ Level 2

Martels Domain
Martel is a very mysterious old man and

"
his domain is equally full of surprises.

Explore carefully and forge on.

^
The Well in Martel's Domain is

home to many strong enemies
such as Goblins and Slugs. Take sup-

plies with you and keep fighting.
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r
Level 6

Camus Domain
» Level 7

©5 Camus Tower
You'll see a Tower beyond the third and

final Magician's Domain. You're getting

close to the source of evil. 5almur£c

There are many mysteries

to solve and an army of

monsters to defeat on your

way to the Tower. Only a

brave and experienced war-

rior can

In the area where three

springs originate, you’ll

meet a woman with magical

powers. Eventually, she will

help you with your quest.

The quest
is not over!

Fight on to

the Castle and
restore peaee!
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lolo the Bard is a

triend of Lord British,

but his ace in the hole

is a high Dexterity

rating, making it easy

for him to dodge during

batde.

weapon, too, but his

Intelligence and Dexter-

armor. More powerful weapons and armor c

be found or purchased later in the game.

The UltimateQue

Choose A Hero

Your quest begins by pick-

ing one of four cham-
pions, each with his or her

own strengths and weak-
nesses.

Mariah the Mage is a

well balanced character

who excels at the use

of magical items. Her

Strength and Dexterity

will rise quickly.

Finally there s an adventure for Game Boyto rivahthe scope and excitement
of such NES hits as The Legend of Zelda. Ultima: The Runes of Virtue by FCI
combines the thrill of hand-to-hand combat with the wonder of exploring a
vast world. But that's only the half of it. As you journey among the five
islands of Lord British's realm you'll delve into seemingly endless caverns in

search of the missing Runes of Virtue. Supplied with food, magical items
and weapons of your choice, you'll face mazes, fierce enemies and get
advice from strangers who may or may not be telling the truth. Don't
confuse this game with the NES versions of Ultima. You can build up your
character as in an RPG, but the overhead view puts you directly in the battle.

There's even a Game Link option for two players.

© 1991 FCI © 19J31 PONY CANYON © 1991 ORIGIN

While exploring caves you're bound to

expend Life Hearts and Magic Stars. Pack

along some Food to refill Life Hearts or buy

Hearts and Stars at the southern shop before

venturing forth on your quest.
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Brittania is a country of five major

islands and several smaller ones. Sail-

jng shjpS ijnk most of the islands,

'Vi but crossing to

asjjll
^™

^

IIgag* require the use
'

^ ^ °f ma9'c or a

">|g §|3 tunnel. Your

quest begins at

the Castle of

Lord British near the caverns of Hatred and
Deceit—your first goals.

Cavern of Deceit
Easy Money

Follow the

earn money jaa
quickly and

safely. The extra bucks will come
in handy.

Rune of Honesty

The Rune of Honesty in the

Cavern of Deceit is the easiest

of the eight runes to collect.

Once again you must start at the Swamp Chamber

in the Cavern ot Deceit.

Collect the key from Finn, but this time take the upper

door. Stepping on the floor plates activates a volley of arrows.

Forge a path by heading Into the

dead ends, which open up magically.

Later, flip the switch in Kador’s room

when the Troll is at the top of his

OKI With the Magic Wand you can

is, burn the thick spider webs that /
block the ship that sails west.

igsssg

sS 0

'v:

4
Hippi
MM3-«i ; g|

From the entrance to the cavern, head to the right

and pass through the door into a corridor full of

mushrooms.

Take one of the keys from Finn then go back down

the corridor to the lower door You'll meet Finn

again. Oon't believe everything he tells you

.

o
4 * i*r F*;;

s 1 vHLiua*
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Cavern of Hatred
Magic Axe

Just north of Lord British's castle is a cave full of

bats, tigers, killer trees called Reapers . . . and
the Rune of Compassion.

Rune of

Compassion

Cavern of Cowardice
On the eastern island you'll find the

Cavern of Cowardice, and inside it,

the Rune of Valor and the Magic
Rope.

Magic Rope

yyvvy
V.RX-*Rune of

Valor
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Cavern of

Selfishness

Believe it or not one Eep

Eep actually says

something other than

“Eep eepl" Find him and

then look tor the ladder.

Rune of

Sacrifice

Magic
Chalise

Cavern of

Injustice

Pan
Pipes

me Pan \ JI>‘

Pipes

freeze monsters in

their tracks for i

Rune of

Justice

deep in the Cavern

of Injustice

Cast your Magic Rope across the waters to

reach this eastern isle. Inside is the Rune of

Sacrifice.

35 fjfcs £5

jpplv vlfftJl
* jL.-.

j*-
.

'

L7. Here you can take either the

To the west lies the Cavern of Injustice. There you will find

lava flows and fool's gold and, perhaps the Rune of Justice.

l-i.
Uke the sign in the entrance says, y

only have 15 seconds to find two keys

and race through these chambers. In the

next chamber, go to the door to the right.

Li tela, I

I

mr
jt

| iiip®
At the top of this chamber you’ll find two

doors. Take the first In the chamber

beyond, dodge Slime and head for the

ladder. Remember that swamp areas slow

<<m mm
in

-
M »

mwmm

w to find the Pan PI

ffi daPwairaij

8M mmm m
& IH 1

Rush through the first floor in 15 In this chamber, dodge the pesky Eep

seconds to avoid the fireballs. In the next Eeps and head for the left door. Next,

chamber, follow the trail to the right and make your way to the ladder in the upper

take the upper door. left-hand corner, but watch out for traps.

In the first chamber of this floor all you

have to do Is avoid the lava and head

the lower right-hand door. Then head up

and to the left tt

ks
jsre—

p

pH mm
f
1M

i

m
InM
WllwlJm§|

K|
fflw ,

\umm
mm*

Ghosts, mice and other enemies attack Get the key to the right then take the Defeat the Slime using your most Defeat the treasure chest for the

ou shove a boulder out of the path Hammer in the locked room. Break the potent weapon, then find the door at Hammer, then go to the room marki

and head to the upper right ladder. On barrel and go down. In the next the top of the chamber. Now get the with an X. Step on the X to open a

the next floor, take the lower door. chamber, go to the right treasure room Hammer from the mouse room and door. You're almost to the rune now

and exit right. _ head left jummmk
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Battle From Beyond i

There's no need to panic! It's all under

control. Yes, bloodthirsty aliens from

the planet BYDO are on a collision

course for Earth and, yes, you have

been elected to battle them on your

own. But, you do have the R-Type all-

purpose space vehicle and it is perfect

for your alien-annihilating needs. You'll

do fine. Really.

Climb into the nifty new

R-Type and get ready of

an Earth-saving mission.

Power-Up And Take-Off

This is a perfect translation of

the Arcade Classic.

Speed-Up
Get revving with an engine up-

grade and maneuver with more

confidence.

Power Shuttle
These contain Power-Up Items.

Plasma
Ifs a blistering ball of energy that

can destroy anything in its path.

Laser

Bounce this beam off barriers

and blast awayl

Power Pod

SSS'ii

M Bubble

Burst the Aliens with a Spread a flame and take care

steady stream of power. of Alien hordes.

After destroying your first Power Shuttle you’ll eam this

potent Pod of Power. Use it to shield your ship or to destroy

enemies. It can be attached to the front or aft of your ship,

or sent out ahead to spread your fire.
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PECIAL FEATUHE

The gateway to the r

Alien Base is guard- 1

ed by a small troop of
[

low-level creatures.

It's just a warm-up
for what's beyond.

The enemies are a

little nastier in this

section. They tend to

surprise you by leap-

ing out of the Alien

ooze. Rapid firing is a

key to survival in the

BYDO Empire. Blast

away!

While you're flying above the Gomba, release the

Pod. Then slip down to safety and call it back.

It should stop right on the Bomba's weak spot!

The Leader of

Stage 3 is so

large that it

alone is the

entire stage! Hit

the Power Shut-

tles and get

ready for a big,

big battle!

CRUSADER
This huge battleship is built to last After you hit the Power

ties and earn the Fire Chain, work your way under the Crusader,

switch the Pod to the back when you get to the other side and re-

lease It to the left. Then lure it down to the weak spot and Are!

STAGE



ps§

OhNo! Where'sMinniesPresent?
Mickey has bought a gift for his pal gal Minnie but the mean and
jealous Pete has stolen it! Can you help the pint-sized twosome find

Pete and get Minnie's special gift back? You'll have to get by some
pretty wild animals as you chase Pete through Mickey's hometown.
But with help from your pal Goofy and his special clues, you can't go
wrong in this latest Disney adventure from Capcom.

mM Danger
looms

ahead

f°r our

loving

twosome!
Some of the friendlier animals

here will let you ride on their

backs. Find all four of the special

bonus blocks and you can earn a

1-up. You’ll need it here.

Rough waters are

ahead for you and

your pals! Use
this shiny new

speedboat to get

you where you
want to go

1ukM tm t -•*/muimmi \

Golly! How will they

ever find Pete in here?

Help them Booty. .

.

help them!

You’ll need the Invin-

cibility potion to get

through the tough >

y

areas. Collect all the stars. You’il need
them!

Yay! It’s Mickey’s

hometown!
Make yourself

at home while you
check out all the

houses in this

star-studded village!

±111

The shopping

center is no
place to

window shop!

Although the items

are free, you’ll have to

work hard to get them here.
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1-UP STAR! BAD TO THE BONE!
5-STAR BLOCK!

Don't go too far to ______
_

the right or you’ll

miss your chance W-' ^======5

at this super star!

•vvvvvvvv^vvvv^Vv

TAKE THE EASY ROUTE REACH FOR THE STARS

AHOY MATEY . . . ROCKS AHEAD! BONUS BLOCKS AHEAD
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While he's not the fastest or strongest wrestler

on the circuit, Mr. Perfect has style like no

other. Mr. Perfect's moves are many but none

compare with his no

nonsense kneelift and

"Perfect-Plex Suplex."

Talk about keenl

64 NINTENDO POWER

The Hulkster

WWF. No ont

incredible arms-of-steel

not stunned by His

power, Hulk's

opponents are

dazzled by the

rkle of his cham-

pionship belts.

believable sport around but it defi-

nitely is one of the funnest. And fun is

what UN's WWF Superstars is all

about. From the opening insults to the
after-match commentary, this game
captures all of the excitement and
spectacle of the "real" thing. Climb
into the ring with a computer con-
trolled opponent or challenge a friend

to a Game Link match. You can control

one of the five most amazing wrestlers

in the WWF Circuit. Thrill to the bone
busting, kneedropping, mat-munching
madness as these masters of the ring

perform their most famous moves in

crispGame Boy graphics and super ster-

eo sound. Its all there and all ready to go
for the Compact Video Game System.

The Ultimate Warrior is a fast and furious wild

man in the ring. He can unleash a round of

knockdown moves so quickly that even his

most agile opponents

be wondering

what hit them. And

he won’t stop 'til

they’re down for the

mm*mwm

The independently wealthy Million Dollar Man hi

no need for the prize money that he can get for

pulverizing opponents. It's the thrill of victory

and intensity of compe-

The top man in aerial acrobatics is, hands

down, Randy Savage. When his opponents a

down they’ll soon be out as the Macho King

delivers one of his

coming back into the

There s nothing else

like itl

as



-SPECIAL FEATURE-

There is some hot air exchanged between

wrestlers leading up to each match but, once the

timer starts ticking, fists and feet do the talking. Choose the

length and number of bouts in the match. Then hit the ring"

try to knock the energy out of your opponent.

K

?GAMEBQy=

™e
a

IWre M With ,

,

Pour On The Speed!
Some moves require a running start.

Tap the Control Pad twice to take off

toward the ropes and bounce back

with an unstoppable aerial assault.

Your opponents will be reeling after

you jump into their faces with fists or

feet flying. This is

J\

perfect way to

break the ice at

the start of the

match.

I

The Headlock Rocks!
Once you've got your

opponent down on his

knees, press the B But-

ton to pull him into a

Headlock. Then you'll

be able to punish him

with one of three super

moves.

Hr - w
the A Button and you’ll Piledrive yt

with power by pressing

Once per bout you

can press the Select

Button to pick up

and toss your oppo-

nent out of the ring.

If you're already on

the other side of the

ropes, this move
knocks him into the

arena wall!

i

Watch The Clock!

Once you're out of the ring,

you'll have only ten second to

get back in!

Game Link For Extra Excitement!

While it is fun to take on a com-
puter-controlled wrestler, the

real excitement comes in chal-

lenging a friend to a one-on-

one Game Link match. You can

prove the superiority of your

favorite WWF Superstar once

and for all!

V- : 2*
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Namco turns an arcade classic into a

Game Boy hit! This version of Pac-Man
will let you compete against a friend in

maze-to-maze action.

Wait next to a Power Pellet, then munch it when the

ghosts close in. Eat them all for 3,000 points.

A-MAZE-INC DIFFERENCES

Dodge ghosts easily at the top of the maze where
more paths mean more maneuverability. Head for

the bottom of the maze when no ghosts are around.

Two-player action and the ability to choose your own
screen size are just some of the updates you'll notice

in this game.

WARP
TUNNELS

If a ghost gets too close, gobble up a Power Pellet

and turn the tables on him. Grab fruits when they

appear for big bonus points.
Find the Power The Fruit treats are

TtZ7TTirT]f Pellets in the four |(~ worth progressively

opHDl [I
corners of the |l more points, but

^ •
•

;
maze, then munch

jf
they disappear

Use the warp tunnel

to get from one side

of the maze to the

other in a hurry.

In the tunnel you're faster

than the ghosts, but

watch out for more of

them on the other end.

It's Pac-Man with a twist! You can play against a friend in head-to-head
action where the highest score wins.
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Welcome to Caesars Palace, where riches and fame are easy come easy go. The

stakes are high and the bets are big, but the winnings can be even higher in this big

time casino game from Arcadia. Your credit is good so let's get ready to play!

/ten’s
f^arT^,TTrri^g. Lady's

athroom TOfflsBBMBBWWlBB Bathroom

Walk away with our riches or leave
‘

i
7—=

town with only your shirt. You're — [ 'J

always guaranteed to have a good tirr e at Caesars

Palace! Remember you can always come back

again where your dreams are only a spin, pull, or

deal away!

TM CAESAR'S WORLD. INC. & USED UNDER LICENSE FROM CAESAR'S WORLD MERCHANDISING, INC.

BAB* m mimnnH
i

uti— j 1

SS?=Sfr”’|

111111mmm^ 1

ryiv^r 1

r fa. ) flpi» ip
llMP v^HHP -_»* ? ’A—m L3B IL
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GAMEBOY COUNSELORS’ CORNER

WHERE IS THE AIRSEED?

There are a lot of mysterious

goings on in the World of Ocean.

One of the trickiest deals with the

Airseed. This item allows you to

enter a whirlpool and sink into an
underwater world. You'll find a

clue about the Airseed from an

old man on an island to the east.

He says that the Airseed is "on

the palm tree in the center." He's

referring to a palm tree on an
island to the south. Ride the

floating island directly south and
you'll see the island with the

palm tree. Stand next to the

tree, face it, and press the A
Button to search. The Airseed

will appear. If you are standing

on the palm tree when you
search, you'll miss it.

The AIRSEED is

j

the palm tree
the center.

Float to an island in the south and search the

area next to the palm tree.

WHERE IS THE RED ORB?

Once you have the Airseed, you'll

be able to enter the whirlpool to

the underwater world. Buy sup-

plies in the town and move on to

an evil castle. You'll receive a clue

that says the Red Orb is "where
two lines meet." This clue refers

to three rooms containing Orbs
in the castle. One room has a ver-

tical line of Orbs, another room
has a horizontal line of Orbs and
a third room is full of Orbs.

Decide where the two lines of

Orbs would cross and you'll

know where the Red Orb is locat-

ed in the third room. Walk up
next to that Orb and press the A
Button to search. When you grab

the Orb, Sei-Ryu will challenge

you to battle. Use flame attacks

and Grenades.

ti contains a horizontal line of Orbs.

WHERE IS THE BLUE ORB?

The old man who originally gave

you the clue about the Airseed

has a riddle. He asks, "What is

the value of 2 Longswords, 3
Goldhelms and 4 Potions?"

Adding the values of these items,

you'll come to a grand total of

989 gold coins. That is the cost

I of a Battleword. Buy a brand new

Battlesword and equip your lead

character with it. Then return to

the old man and give the Battles-

word to him. He will reward you
with the Blue Orb. Once you have

both the Blue and Red Orbs,

you'll be ready to enter the tower

again and continue your climb.
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NOW PLAYING

Game Boy Chart Key:

lP=One Player

GL=Game Link-Two Players

-COMING SOON-
The big news in upcoming
Game Boy games is that Mega
Man from Capcom is near com-
pletion. It centers on characters

from the original Mega Man
game for the NES. Could this

mean that Mega Man H and IE

are Game Boy bound? We'll let

you know when we have more
info.

release Faceball 2000 which

will work with the four-player

adapter and a new adapter

which will allow up sixteen play-

ers. It's a first person perspec-

tive chase game with players

piloting giant spheres.

Faceball 2000

Mega Man IIBlKBEsSsiSS

Game Linking is becoming a

popular pastime. Nintendo's F-

1 Race comes with an adapter

which allows four players to

participate at once. Now Bullet

Proof Software has plans to

Also in the works for Game Boy

are GauntletH from Mindscape,

an adventure from CSG Image-

soft called Altered Space which

looks a lot like Solstice, Final

Fantasy Legend H from Square

and Tecmo Bowl from Tecmo.

Cool!

SfECIAL FEATURE

Bay—

Title Company
Play

Info G

Power Meter

P c T
G... T„.

Bubble Bobble Taito GL 3.2 3.6 2.9 2.9 Pvxzle Action

Burger Time Deluxe Data East GL 3.2 3.4 2.7 3.0 Puzzle Action

Caesars Palace Gambling Arcadia IP 2.9 3.6 3.2 3.4 G..., of Ci..,.

Castelian Triffix IP 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.9 Puzzle Action

Extra Bases Bandai GL 2.5 3.2 2.9 2.8 Baseball

Mickey’s Chase Capcom IP 3.7 3.9 3.2 3.4 Comic Adventure

Pac-Man Namco GL 2.9 4.0 2.9 3.2 Anode Classic

R-Type Irem IP 3.8 3.9 3.4 3.6 Space Action

Sword of Hope Kemco/Seika
IP/

Pass
3.8 3.6 3.8 4.0 R.,. P,.„„

Ultima FCI
IP/

latt
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Role Playing

WWF Superstars UN GL 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.9 YLestllng

GAME BOY
TOP 10

Mario continues to rock the top of the charts.

This one could be a candidate for the number

one Game Boy game of all time.

Cool characters and great action make the

Turtles’ Game Boy adventure one that players

keep on coming back to.

G=Graphics and Sound

P=Play Control

C=Challenge

T=Theme and Fun
if Meter Ratings range from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent).

rs are finding this one to be a real challenge.

Check out the tips for the Ocean World in this issue's

Game Boy Counselors' Comer.

4. TETRIS

5. BATMAN
6. PAPER BOY
7. GARGOYLE’S QUEST

8. CASTLEVANIA

9. DR. MARIO

10.

DOUBLE DRAGON

Game Boy Top 1 0 rankings are

determined by the votes of the

Pros at Nintendo HQ, sales at

NES retailers and the votes by

readers of Nintendo Power. You

can vote for your favorite Game
Boy games by filling out your

Player's Poll entry and sending it

to us.

;•

-jrfe

ve'-.'r-.

:?:r
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NES TURNS ONPOJrER!M
E3MEB2SZ3XSM

MONOPOLY
PARKER BROTHERS

MEMORY 1 M X 1

M

MMC1
POWER METER

Graphics & Sound

Play Control 3.3

Challenge & Excitement 3.5

Theme & Fun 4.0
1

AMERICAN GAMERS SHOCKED
MR. PENNYBAGS FOUND ALIVE AND WEALTHY!

Essentially unchanged since it was intro-

duced more than 55 years ago. Mono-
poly just stepped into the '90s with NES
power, and even-die-hard board game
fans are going to love it! The translation

is faithful to the original, right down to

the thimble, but with its voice enhancement
and animated graphics, the game really

comes to life on the NES. The dog jumps.

the horse runs and the top hat hops (every-

body knows that white rabbits live in top

hats). The strategies remain the same, but

computerized banking, moving and rolling

make the game play faster and keep the

action happening. It's strictly official rules in

this version, so there's no collecting money
on Free Parking, giving deeds to other play-

ers, or stealing money from the bank!

When board game creator

Charles B. Darrow first took

his idea to Parker Brothers

in 1 934, they unanimously

rejected it. Too complicated,

they said. Too many flaws.

Undaunted, Darrow made
Monopoly boards by hand

and sold them himself. Lots

of them. When Parker

Brothers learned how suc-

cessful Monopoly's sales

were, they reconsidered

and bought the rights to it.

ARTHUR
$200s/
*4

MONOPOLY
JZ

a*24

1 i- 1 ^

Co.

£

In the wheeling and dealing world of

Monopoly, the object is to bankrupt

your opponents—before they can bank-
rupt you. Be tough! Play against up to

eight real or computer opponents. Of
cou rse, you ca n a Iways try to play on the

sympathies of real people, but don't try

it with any of the eight oppo-

nents generated by the game.
Instead, get to know the busi-

ness savvy of each. Arthur, for

example, drives a hard bargain,

but Maude insists on luxury and
wastes her money shamelessly.
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m GRANDMA SWINDLED BY SHYSTER
iS “HE TOOK EVERYTHING BUT MY DENTURES!”

Monopoly games usually start

with a buying frenzy. If you know
which properties are good values,

you'll be a step ahead of the com-
petition. As in the classic game,
players can buy unowned property

from the bank when they land on

it. If they choose not to buy—or if

they can't afford to—the bank will

auction it. The NES version also

offers eight pre-set games, some
of which distribute property in

advance. You can even create your

own pre-set game using the Game
Editor. The payoff for owning

property, naturally, is collecting

rent. In this version the computer

automatically collects for you,

so sneaky tenants can't leave

without paying! The downside of

ownership? Cash flow problems.

Buy as much property as you can afford, especially if

you can block another player's monopoly.mmm
Read my lips: You have to pay in-

come taxes! When you played the

board game, it was usually easier

to pay the $200 than figure out

what your assets amounted to. In

the NES version, though, book-

keeping is made easy. When you

access your main menu, you'll see

your total assets in the upper right

corner. With a little quick figuring

you can decide whether you’re bet-

ter off paying $200 or 1 0%.

ifei— !

This space is always unlucky. Figure out how much

your assets are worth before you decide which

amount to pay.

aa FAMILY ESTATE AUCTIONED-
(H WIDOW, CHILDREN OUT IN THE COLD “BRRR,” SAYS MOM

You can find some real bargains at

auctions! If an opponent lands on

|

Monopoly - fans’

i suaded Atlantic
per-,

Im _ 1 1-™!
I
{officials not*to change

|

{the nameSjPfJBaltic and
> Mediterranean Ave-p V- v; ,.. ^ - '

I

anues;

KENTUCKY
L1A FOR SALE!
ffl RESIDENTS DISMAYED

To keep deeds in front of you, cut

them from the color poster. Look to

see what it costs to buy and develop

the property, figure what the pay-

back is, then consider how many
rents you'll have to collect to re-

cover your investment. Do players

land on it frequently? Illinois, New
York, and Boardwalk are the three

busiest properties.

r w
READING railroad

Rent
$25.

If 2 R.R.’s are owned 50.

If 3
- 100.

If 4
“ “ “ 200.

Mortgage Value $100.

$ 200.

600.

MOO.
1700.

’000.

$200.
< each
1 houses

Is are low on cash, don’t buy the

n outright. Get a bargain by

unowned property and can't afford

to buy it, the bank will auction it

automatically. Sometimes you can

get the property for a song, but if

someone else bids against you,

the price can soar to well above its

regular cost. Know the value of the

property—and

its worth to you.

You can't bid

more than you

have, but don't

give up without

a fight!

yi-iTT-i-i-rra-ri^TTTn^rm-iT-.rriTr-i-

[
Monopoly « is>popular j

i

around the vvorld. It is

sold in 80j|countries

{and, is translated into'

23 languages.

IParker Brothers esti

mates that»more than
250 i millimi players

have passed Go. 5
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REAL ESTATE TYCOON LOSES WIFE, SHIRT IN BAD DEALS-
“I MISS MY SHIRT!”

Building is the name of the game
with all properties, but some
groups are much more expensive
to develop than others, and their

payoffs vary, too. Take Baltic Ave-
nue for example. Its purchase

price is a mere $60. Cheap, right?

As a single, undeveloped property

it rents for $4, which means that

you'd have to collect 1 5 rents to

recover your investment. That's a

lot, especially when you consider

that players land on the Dark
Purple properties less frequently

than any others! Developed
though, it's not so bad. With

Houses at $50 each, building 4
Houses on Baltic and 3 on Medi-
terranean (properties of the same
color must be developed together)

would cost $470. Rent for Baltic

with 4 Houses soars to $320. You

could recoup your investment with

two rent payments! When buying

and developing real estate, con-

sider how much it's going to cost

and how many times opponents
have to land on it before you break

even. Develop less expensive

properties like the Dark Purples

early in the game before stronger

groups are developed.

In 1961. U of Pittsburgh
jstudents ran* out of money rj

di/ringa 161^hour Monpp||
,olyp!: marathon,j| so

J

Parker
;;

Bros, delivered one/ million

|

Monopoly dollars— byj)
t Brink:'sTArmoredlea rHx^XnZr,<

In.^r989,,c divers-^fFom
the Professional Asso-

structors played under
biwater. for 1 ,200 hours.

Utilities and Railroads require little

investment and pay off steadily:

three Chance or Community Chest
cards send players to Railroads,

one to the nearest utility. In a bind,

mortgage them last. Use their rents

to reclaim other mortgaged proper-

ties. Later, trade them for a mono-
poly that you can develop quickly.

mu im
1. Orange
2. Light Blue
3. Red

1. Railroads
2. Orange
3. Red

8. Green 8. Utilities

9. Dark Purple 9. Dark Blue
10. Utilities 10. Dark Purple

V, PSYCHIC SAYS LUCK NOT IN THE CARDS FOR
« THE COMING YEAR-

"THE ALIENS WILL BE BACK, AND THEY'RE NOT HAPPY!"

There are 1 6 Chance cards and 1

6

Community Chest cards. Some
work to your benefit, others pena-

lize you in some way. It sometimes
pays to know what's in the cards.

Ten Chance cards move you to

another space, two yield money,
two take money, one takes money
if you have buildings, and one gets

you out of jail free. Based on the

numbers, a Chance card is most
likely to move you elsewhere.

Locations include Illinois Avenue,
St. Charles Place, and the nearest

Utility. Of the Community Chest
cards, nine yield money, three take

money, two move you to another

space, one takes money if you
have buildings, and one lets you
out of jail free. When you draw a

Community Chest card, you're

most likely to get a reward of some
kind.

The* record for a game .

played injS’treehouse is !
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Building on your property is a great

way to drive your opponents into

financial ruin. If you develop wisely,

you can remain financially healthy

while those around you fail. Begin

building as soon as you have your first

monopoly, and buy as many houses as

you can without overextending your-

self. Keep enough money in reserve to

pay rents, taxes and negative Chance

cards. If no one else has a monopoly

yet, keep about $200 in reserve.

If there are other monopolies,

count on higher rent payments.

Develop only one monopoly at

a time. Rents rise significantly

when a third House is added to a

property, so build one monopoly

to 3 Houses before beginning

development on the next.

As you develop, you'll collect higher rent

Remember, though, that when the time comes,

you'll have to pay taxes on your Houses and

Hotels. Keep some cash in reserve!

671^After1 robBinpa|
t raj n oftwom i 1 1 iondo I

-

jarsMin Cheddingtonfp
England, (tfie thieves
played. Monopoly] with •'

SiSptole'iaSshlgffilj

The game board on the right

shows shrewd play. Maude, who

owns the orange properties, is

building three houses on each

before starting to build else-

where. She can afford to add only

one house at a time, so she

always builds on her most popu-

lar property, New York Ave., first.

MAUDE
S9 1

« MONOPOLY

v/

Since introducing Mo-
nopoly in^[S£35, Parker
Brothersjias l$uil^ more '

than 3 “billion ; little

green.houses., J
jjj

LOCAL OFFICIAL

JAILED FOR
UNSCRUPULOUS CONDUCT
PROCLAIMS INNOCENCE
“BRIBERY IS BENEATH ME!"

You don’t have to be a career crimi-

nal to get jailed in Monopoly. Just

roll doubles three times in a row,

land on the Go to Jail space, or

draw a Go to Jail card and you’ll

end up behind bars. Early on, when
there are hot properties on the mar-

ket, you want to be out in circula-

tion. Pay the $50—or use a Get Out
of Jail Free card—at your first

opportunity. Later, when the prop-

erty's gone and a circuit of the

board can be expensive, just sit

back and do easy time collecting

rents instead of paying them. Con-

duct business as usual and bide

your time.

WOMAN, CHILDREN ON STREETS WHILE SHOE REPAIRED «

"NO HOUSES, ALL THESE KIDS--I JUST DIDN’T KNOW WHAT TO DO !

1

The Bank has 32 Houses and 1

2

Hotels. If you have only lower-rent

monopolies, it's a good idea to

create a Housing Shortage by buy-

ing up as many Houses as you can

afford. Develop your properties,

but instead of moving up from four

Houses to a Hotel, keep the

Houses. If you buy enough, there

won't be any left for your oppo-
nents with higher-rent monopolies

to buy. They won't be able to

increase the values of their proper-

ties and raise their rents because

Houses won't be available to

them—and they can't buy Hotels

without first owning Houses!

Games-^sold^—abroad,
have f local ^street l

name's.
| ^1 r^^London

,JMayfa irAand\Pa rk Iane
replace^Park Placeman id

Boardvvalk
You're back in the action! “Don’t be coming back, now!'
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There's nothing like pulling off a great tradel U

negotiating skills and your business ki

the Mg deals.

When you're wheeling and deal-

ing, make strategic trades. Don't

let opponents pressure you—trade
only if it improves your chances of

winning. Early in the game, trade

for a monopoly that you can afford

to develop and hold on to low-cost

properties that produce steady

incomes, such as the Railroads.

Determine which color groups are

most likely to return your invest-

ment. Try to trade for properties of

equal or greater value and those

closest to Free Parking. Don't

make a trade that will give your

opponent a powerful mono-

poly. And let your opponent make
the offer—you might get more than

you expected!

'6ater
r
hoKksoe

JAMES PLACE

What's in it tor you? Let your opponent come up w
an otter, then see how you can sweeten the deal.

TWINS SEPARATED AT BIRTH -

BOTH SAY 2 IS FAVORITE NUMBER!

What are the odds that you'll roll a

12? Are you feeling lucky? You'd

better be, because the odds are

against it! In fact, 1 2 and 2 are the

least commonly rolled numbers.
The odds are that you'll roll 1 2 once
in 36 throws. The most commonly

rolled number is

7. When you're

taking chances, it

helps to know the

odds!

Spend it or save it? Knowing

the odds can help you make

wise investments.

JILTED BRIDE MORTGAGES LOVE NEST-heads for vegas

“I FIGURED I HAD NOTHING LEFT TO LOSE!”

When you need money fast. Mort-

gage your property to the bank for

some quick cash. Which property

will it be? Uncle Pennybags sug-

gests Mortgaging according to

priority. Mortgage single proper-

ties first, then colored properties

closest to Go. Next, Mortgage a

single Utility, then Railroads, and
finally, the Utilities monopoly.

Keep those Utilities until last—they

continue to produce the steady

cash you'll need to Un-mortgage
properties. Don't Mortgage Illi-

nois, New York, or Boardwalk:

the/re the three properties most
often landed on. Pay off your

Mortgages in reverse order, after

you've developed a monopoly.

Low on dough? Talk to the

bank about a Mortgage.

Maude had to Mortgage her

property in order to pay the

rent on B. & 0. Railroad. You

can't collect rent or develop

Mortgaged properties, but

sometimes you have no choice.
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' WEALTHY LAND BARON MONOPOLIZES MARKET
DRIVES DECENT PEOPLE OUT OF THEIR HOMES

Get the edge on your opponents!

Begin with tons of cash and the

deeds to some valuable proper-

ties! With NES Monopoly, you can

either play the traditional game or

press B to bring up the Game Edi-

tor and customize your game.

While the regular game starts all

With the Game Editor, you can choose a pre set game or

customizethe traditional game to suit your needs.

players with $1500, the Game
Editor lets you set the amount of

cash each player begins with. You

can also assign properties to play-

ers, place Houses or Hotels on

them, and even set your token to

begin on a space other than Go. Or
choose one of the eight pre-set

games, in which cash amounts
and certain properties are

assigned in advance. Seasoned
players will find new challenges in

pre-set games like The Big Boys,

Trader's Delight, Even Steven,

Small Stuff, Building Shortage,

and Money Isn't Everything.

Whether against a real or comput-

er opponent, each offers up a

balanced, competitive game. With

all of these options, it's easy to find

combinations just right for all age

groups and ability levels.

The Game Timer lets you set the

game length. Without a time limit,

play continues until one player

bankrupts the others. If you set the

Game Timer, when time expires the

player with the most assets is

immediately declared winner.

'll BAD BUSINESS-
HIGH ROLLER SQUANDERS FORTUNE
“WHERE DID IT ALL GO?"

He's outta there! When players declare bankruptcy, they

must reach settlements with other players or the bank,

whichever caused their financial failures. And the rich just

get richer! The player causing the financial failure gets all

assets, including the deeds to whatever property the bank-

rupt player had. If the bank caused the failure, the bankrupt

player's properties are immediately auctioned and turned

over to the highest bidder.

Wise property purchases and

management drive your rents up and your

In Monopoly, a combination oj luck and business sense means

success, and there’s a fine line between boom and bust. Were

you born to be a land baron? Try your luck at the Monopoly

World Championships scheduled jor later this year!
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ACHIEVERS
Here they are, hot scores from our hottest players! If you'd like to see your achievements next to

other NES and Game Boy masters, send them in! You could be the next NES Achiever!

ADVENTURES IN THE MAGIC KINGDOM

Chris Mavros^ Pasadena, CAK
William Pascoe^ Kakabeka Falls, ON^
Joe Kwiatek^ Fairfax, VA^
Nick Bauer Fairfield, OH^
Jeremiah & Michael Baker Brookdale, CA Finished

BACK TO THE FUTURE H/IH
Derek Gosselin^ Springfield, MA^ Finished

BUGS BUNNY’S BIRTHDAY BLOWOUT
Spencer Eberl & Tony McCarty Kimball, NE^ Finished
Anthony Bonta^ San Leandro, CA^ Finished
Brian Packard South Minneapolis, MN
& Nick Luchsinger

Max & Nik Heberts Niagara, Wl^
Jonathan Liperi Mount Holly, NJ^ Finished
Allen Huffstutter^ San Francisco, CA^ Finished

CAPTAIN SKYHAWK
Garin Wolfed Sparks, NV^ Finished

CASTLEVANIA IE - -DRACULA’S CURSE

Ryan McCracken Indianapolis, IN^ Finished
Adam Ouellette East Longmeadow, MA^ Finished
Erik Freeman Clovis, CA>
Scott Meyer Winona, MN^
Jay Koster^ Auburn Hills, Ml^
Chris Browns Raymond, MS^ Finished
Jeremy Nittler & Phong Du^ Yukon, OK^
Gregory Bowlds^ Council Bluffs, IA^ Finished
Noah Ostby^ Terre Haute; IN Finished

CRYSTALIS
Ted Schneider & Rory Schulz Puyallup, WA^ Finished
Carl Rulka^ Elizabethtown, PA^ Finished
Derrick Corrie^ Monroe, LA^
Ambrose Rockwell Glenwood, IA^
Chris Lamoree^ Whittier, CA^
Deborah Rulka^ Elizabethtown, PA^
Erich Douglass Coffeyville, KS^ Finished

David Burnette
Chris Koch^
Doug Neps^
Brian Lewis
Todd Tartaglio^
Kevin & Bryan Wagorn

Saint Louis, MO^
Shawnee, OK^
Yorkville, IL^
Indianapolis, IN^
Bridgeport, CT>
Carp, ON^

DESTINY OF AN EMPEROR
Marc Dworkin^
Tony Smiths

Bohemia, NY^
Mesquite, TX

DRAGON WARRIOR II

Mike Gibson
Brian Laughlin^
Jeffrey Song^
Robert Swan^
Stephen RoschK
Ian Jacques
Marc Wade>*
Larry & Renea Zawaly^

FINAL FANTASY
Terry Muzy^
Mickey Fenwick
Scott Herrly^
Kelly Hsiehl*-

Matt Yurekl*
Dina Lentine^
Andrew Murkin^
John Bledsoe
Logan Altman
Dave Fichte
Eugene Crofcheck^

Clements, MD^
Racine, Wl^
Rowland Heights, CA^
Chicago, IL^
Leonia, NJI*
Vancouver, BC^
Los Alamitos, CA^
Palmerton, PA^

Findlay, OH
Arnold, MO^
International Falls, MN
Beverly Hills, CAI*
Dudley, MAI*-
Rochester, NY^
Penticton, BCI*
Westerville, OH
San Marcos, CA^
Lexington, Ml^
Erie, PAK

Finished
Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished
Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished
Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished
Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

FINAL FANTASY LEGEND (GAME BOY)

North Beach, MO^ Finished
San Juan Capistrano, CA^ Finished
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Dave & Lou Archiello^
David Pozza^
Dennis Dhaese

LITTLE NEMO: DREAM MASTER IPINBOT
Chris Kidd^ Richmond, VA^ Finished

Tyler Brezler Quincy, PA Finished

Sonja Jaramillo^ Fontana, CA^ Finished

Marcus Vigils San Francisco, CA^ Finished

Melissa Reekers^ Richmond, CA^ Finished

Nathan Davis Chelmsford, MA^ Finished

HOW G-MAN
Brian Millette Woonsocket, Rl^ 564,900

MANIAC MANSION

Bayonne, NJ^
Cheshire, MA^
Bonney Lake, WA

44,163,690
15,181,650
14,766,730

PIPE DREAM
Loretta Strand Anoka, MN^ 314,390

ISKATE OR DIE D

Brooks Halstead
Cameron Morrison
Jessica Sawyers
Jason Guyana
David Lambrix^
Michael Loicano^
& Joshua Allouche

Tim & Chris Perry

Daniel Colangelo^
Jory Margaritis

Michael Turney
Ambrose Rockwell

Galena, IL^
Anchorage, AK^
Fayetteville, AR
Voorhees, NY^
Aberdeen, WA^
East Meadow, NY

Orangeville, ON^
Pickering, ON^
Wyckiff, NJ
Concord, NH^
Glenwood, IA^

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

MECHANIZED ATTACK
Phillip Heyrman Green Bay, Wl 388,100

MEGA MAN ID
Vincent Padua Visalia, CA^ Finished

Brian Yee^ Calgary, AB^ Finished

Matthew Webb^ Etobicoke, ON Finished

Nolan Alexander Guilderland, NY^ Finished

John Michael Nanfro^ Rome, GA&* Finished

NARC
Sean Jordan Halifax, NS^ 929,900

NEMESIS (GAME BOY)
Jon Hanson Richfield, Wl 433,300

PINBALL QUEST
Lowell Sumerlin^ Fort Worth, TX^ 9,999,990
Jerry Bunger^ Minnesota Lake, MN 9,999,990
Brandon Churchey^ Plymouth, MA^ 6,689,980

T. J. Mohr^
Pete Maher
Richard Wallen
Chris Oster^

Fremont, NE
Oakhurst, NJ^
Tekonsha, Ml^
Liverpool, NY^

193,278
139,000
131,575
105,841

SNAKE, RATTLE, ’N ROLL
Kenneth Galbraith

Adam Cuerden
Pleasant Grove, UT 502, 1 00
West Deer Township, PA 134,700d

SWORDS AND SERPENTS
Greg Chaffin & Robby Gray^ King, NC^
Darren Lacostelw Miramar, FL^
David Boggs Geneva, OH

TETRIS
Mike Idrossi

Neal Brinn^
Stephen Whitlock
David Hushour^
Randy Ho^
Marcelo Anunciato
Jeff Faleo

Roger Yer^
Nydia Markwell

Garfield, NJ>
Huntington, NY^
Chesapeake, VA
Bristol, VA^
Chandler, AZ^
Philadelphia, PA^
Beruyn, IL^
Livonia, Ml^
Bremen, KY^

Finished

Finished

Finished

754,811
615,590
565,666
560,970
547,774
462,160
450,965
446,844
442,681

T.M.N.T.: FALL OF THE FOOT CLAN (GAME BOY)

D. J. Demangone^ Latrobe, PA^ Finished

Bob Krehling Steelton, PA Finished

Jay & Jon Monteverde Oakbrook, IL^ Finished

TOMBS AND TREASURE
Steve Schrank & Steve Hurst Euless, TX^ Finished

Russell Biggerstaff^ McHenry, IL^ Finished

Philip Maenza^ East Hanover, NJ Finished

Kimberly Kehew^ New Cumberland, PA Finished

Jeff Juberget^ Mechanicsville, VA^ Finished

HOW 00 YOUR SCORES RATE? v
This is your chance to join the high-score hall of fame! Send in

photos of either high scores or final \
screens. If your score is one of the highest

we receive, or if you’re one of the first to fin-

ish a game, you might see your name listed in

a future issue. When you take your picture,

turn out the lights and hold the camera steady.

For best results, use a 35mm camera without a

flash. Send us the best shot you take.

NINTENDO POWER

NES ACHIEVERS

(

P,9. Box 97033

/Redmond, WA
1073-97/33

'

Send in your Game Boy scores too! To take a

photo of your screen, place your Game Boy on

k something stable. To avoid glare on the screen,

7 Of take your photo using only natural

light. SNAP!

fcjake the

photo and

send it

£0
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IMMORTAI WHERE IS THE THIRD RED GEM IN LEVEL 2?

I

f you have only two Red Gems
at the end of Level 2, you'll have
to find a way to transform the

Granite Stone into a third Gem. A
pool of Slime in this level will eat

away at the Granite Stone and
reveal the Red Gem if you protect

The second lime you talk to the Dwarf, he’ll lower his

price so that you can afford the Slime Protection

Spell.

yourself with the Slime Protection

Potion and walk near the Slime.

You'll get the Slime Protection

Potion from a Dwarf near the

beginning of the Level. When you
speak to the Dwarf the first time
he will offer to sell the Potion to

Use the Slime ProtecUon Spell on yourself and walk

into the Slime with the Granite Stone.

you for more coins than you have.

Speak to him again and he will

bring the price down so that you
can purchase the Potion. Use the

Potion on yourself. You'll then be

protected from the Slime's acid.

The Slime will eat away at the Granite Stone and

reveal the Red Gem.

/lit right, 80 go lit

pipeps for mv potion.
??uh it on rear boots
anjl stamp aren't touch
you. 80, fripnh.

^om apptx tkp potion
bat rtoticp it is
evaporating quick

I
v-

HOW DO 1 UNLOCK THE
PUZZLE AT THE END OF LEVEL 2?

T
here are three identical

designs on the floor of the

last room in Level 2. Each of

them has four small indentations.

You should have three Red Gems.

risassssssssh as

X

’

( 1 tel 1 vow kora
l to . npxt (cvel. .

pasrfr st imp. . thrpe

l
jemets. . slime.
roefe becomes. .

floor.. right, (eft.
cpntpr of the.

.

Talk to the Goblin King about the secret of the last

room.

Following clues from the Goblin

King, place one Gem in the upper-

right indentation of the left design,

another Gem in the upper-left

indentation of the center design

Place the Red Gems in the indentations describe above.

and the last Gem in the center of

the right design. Once the last

Gem is in place, a secret door will

open and you'll be free to move on
to the next level.

Once the Gems are in place, move on to Level 3.
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THE MORTAL HOW DO I UNLOCK THE
PUZZLE AT THE END OF LEVEL 4?

A design in the floor is again

the key to opening a secret

door in the last room of

this level. When you retrieve Ana's

Ring, she will give you a clue about

three rings around the pattern on

the floor. This may give you the

idea that you must place three

Rings in the indentations of the

design. The solution is actually

much simpler. All that you must do
is start at the top of the design and

walk around it three times in a

clockwise direction, thus making

three rings around the design.

Save the Rings in your inventory.

'CUoc^tnise, three
ring* aro«M the
triangle.

*

When you retrieve her Ring, Ana will give you a clue

about the lock in the last room of Level 4.

You'll need them to exchange for

important Spells later.

Start at the top of the design and walk around it three

times in a clockwise direction. A secret door will open.

DESTINY OF AN EMPEROR
HOW DO I COUNTERACT
SI MA YI’S THUNDER?

S
i Ma Yi's Thunder attack will

put all of your forces to sleep

and send you to a land far

away. You'll have no defense

against the Thunder the first time

that you fight him. After the attack

you'll get a clue that you must
move Up, Up, Down, Down, Left,

Right, Up and Down in order to

suppress the power of the Thun-

der. When you meet Si Ma Yi,

press the A Button and you'll hear

a tone. Immediately after you hear

the tone, key in the code to coun-

teract the Thunder, making sure

that you press the directions on

the Control Pad quickly and lightly.

After you enter the code correctly,

you'll be able to fight Si Ma Yi's

army without encountering the

Thunder ever again. It's a good

idea to practice entering the code

before you meet Si Ma Yi by walk-

ing into a town and tapping the

directions on the Control Pad so

that the lead character moves just

one step with each tap.

GAME PLAY COUNSELOR PROFILES
Andrew Kreisher
Became GPC: September, 1989

Hobbies: Making Underwater Demolitions,

Leaping Tall Buildings In A Single Bound,

Gardening

Best NES Accomplishment: Completed Sol-

stice With One Magician Favorite NES
Games: Solstice, Mega Man

Lawrence Dunnigan
Became GPC: September, 1989

Hobbies: Practicing Tae Kwon Do, Playing

Paintball, Football and Video Games.
Best NES Accomplishment: Completed

Mega Man With One Man
Favorite NES Game: Mega Man

Dan Pelletier
Became GPC: June, 1 989
Hobbies: Skydiving, Hiking

Best NES Accomplishment: Completed
Kickle Cubicle In A Straight Jacket

Favorite NES Game: Nobunaga’s Ambition

Joel Niedrich
Became GPC: August, 1989

Hobbies: Listening To Music, Riding Motor-

cycles, Housekeeping

Best NES Accomplishment: Finished In First

Place In Michael Andretti's World GP
Favorite NES Game: Battle Of Olympus
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HOW DO I WAKE UP ZHU GE LIANG AND
ENTER THE PEACEFUL LAND OF SHU?

T
o locate Zhu Ge Liang and
complete the first step in

entering the province of

Shu, you have to make sure Xu
Zhe (alias Dan Fu) is in your party.

Check your reserves if he isn't.

With Xu Zhe in tow, travel to Ma
Liang’s house (between Nan Yang
and Chang Sha Castles) where Ma
Liang and Ma Su will join you.

Then meet the Emperor, Liu Bei, at

Gui Yang castle. When you talk to

Liu Bei, Xu Zhe will be summoned
by his mother. Although he will

leave your travelling party, you can

continue to Zhe Ge Liang's house

without him. Zhu Ge Liang won't

be home but you'll get the clue to

look for him at Lou Sang village.

Enter Qui Zhou Ping's house in Lou

Sang, the village where the game
began. He'll tell you Zhu Ge Liang

went home. If you make your way
back to Zhu Ge Liang's house,

you'll get the message, "You just

missed him." Head to Nan Yang
castle next and use the Invite com-
mand. Then talk to Liu Bei. He'll

send you back to Zhu Ge Liang's

home where you'll find the elusive

general sleeping in the back room.

Say "no" when you're asked if you
want to wake him up, but don't

leave. In a moment Zhu Ge Liang

will wake up and tell you to meet
him at Gui Yang castle. When you
arrive at Gui Yang, use the Invite

command again and talk to Liu

Bei. Then speak with Zhu Ge Liang.

The general will finally join your
party, and you'll be able to enter

the Peaceful Land of Shu.

HOW DO I GET THROUGH AREA 3
OF THE TURTLES’ ORIGINAL ADVENTURE?

A long with the Turtles' most
recent NES and Game Boy
releases, their first NES

adventure continues to attract new
players. One of the most challeng-

ing sections of the game is Area 3.

Splinter has been captured and it's

up to the Turtles to rescue him.

Drive the Party Van to the upper-

left section and fight through the

building that you can enter there to

collect Missiles. Leave and fight

through the building again until

you have about 30 Missiles. Then
drive to the lower-left section and
fight through the buildings there to

collect Scrolls and Ropes. It will be
important to have Scrolls later. Try

to collect 99 of them for each
Turtle. The Ropes will really come
into play in Area 4. If one of your

Turtles is captured, cross the foot

bridge to the right and enter the

buildings on the other side to save

him. Once you're loaded with

Scrolls, drive along the lower edge
of the Area. When you've gone as

far to the right as possible, drive

upward as far as you can and then

move to the left. You'll find the

entrance to the sewers. This is

where it gets really challenging.

Use Scrolls to clear the immediate
area of enemies and carefully

jump across the gaps. A light

touch really helps with some
jumps. When you get out of the

sewer enter the next building and
climb to the rooftops. Then take on
the Meka Turtle in a fight to free

Splinter. A strong blast of Scrolls

should take care of it. Then move
on and continue your search for

Shredder.

Drive to the entrance to the sewers and fight to an

eventual battle with the Meka Turtle to free Splinter.
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WIN A TRIP FOR FOUR
TO A NASCAR RACE!

<r
KONAMi

XOA/AMI

•A TRIP FOR FOUR TO AN OFFICIAL
NASCAR RACE TO SEE BILL ELLIOTT
AND OTHER NASCAR GREATS TEAR UP
THE TRACK.

• BILL ELLIOTT'S SUPER NASCAR
CHALLENGE GAME PAK

•A CREW JACKET

1 l&jB^lj
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10 WINNERS
PIT CREW JACKETS
AND BILL ELLIOTT’S
SUPER NASCAR
CHALLENGE GAME
Second prize winners will receive jackets like those worn by Bill Elliott's

pit crew and copies of his great new game pak from Konami, Bill

Elliott's Super NASCAR Challenge. Get behind the wheel and rev it up,

NES style!

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
(No Purchase Necessary)

To enter, either fill out the

Player’s Poll response card or

print your name, address and
telephone number on a plain

3"x5" piece of paper. Mail your

entry to this address:

One entry per person, please. All

entries must be postmarked no later

than May 1, 1991. We are not

responsible for lost, stolen or misdi-

rected mail. On or about May 1 5,

1991, winners will be randomly

drawn from among all eligible

entries. Winners will be notified by
mail. By accepting their prizes, win-

ners consent to the use of their names,

photographs, or other likenesses for

the purpose of advertisements or pro-

motions on behalf of "Nintendo

Power" magazine or Nintendo of

America Inc. without further compen-
sation. Chances of winning are deter-

mined by the total number of entries

received. Prizes are limited to one per

household. No substitution of prizes

is permitted. All prizes will be award-

ed. To receive a list of winners, which

will be available after May 30,

1991, send your request to the

address provided above.

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER’S POLL

P.O. BOX 97062
Redmond, WA
98073-9762

GRAND PRIZE TRIP: Nintendo will

arrange air travel and accommoda-
tions for the Grand Prize winner and
three guests to attend a NASCAR
event to be determined later by Nin-

tendo of America Inc. If the winner is

under 1 8, he or she must be accom-

panied by a parent or guardian.

Winners under age 1 4 must provide

written parental consent and release.

This special 3-day/2-night trip is

scheduled for sometime in the sum-

mer or fall of 1991; exact dates are

subject to final determination by Nin-

tendo of America Inc. and to accom-
modation and airfare availability.

Some restrictions apply. This contest

is not open to employees of Nintendo

of America Inc., their affiliates, agen-

cies, or immediate families. Void in

Canada and elsewhere where pro-

hibited by law. This contest is subject

to all federal, state, and local laws

and regulations.
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HOW DO I FIND MY WAY THROUGH
THE SPACESHIP IN CHAPTER 7?

G
etting through the Argonian

Spaceship in one piece is

all a matter of collecting

Power-Up items and using the

right warps. From the beginning,

walk up two screens and as far to

the right as you can. Collect a Ray

Gun and return to the left side of

the Spaceship. Then collect the

life-filling Capsule. All of your

Hearts will be full, even (for a short

time) Hearts that you haven't yet

collected. Move to the right one

screen and down one screen.

Move briefly to the right to collect

another Ray Gun and then return

to the Warp on the left (Warp A on

the map). You'll end up in an area

with four Warps. Warp to the top

section of the Spaceship using

Warp B. Then walk to the left to

collect a Potion and return to Warp

B. Use Warp C to get to the right

side of the Spaceship and work
your way down to the. bottom.

There'll be a lot of Aliens in this

section, so switch to the Ray Gun
and move on to the left. Eventually,

you'll get to two Aliens with Jet

Packs. Knock them out of the air

and move on to more alien-blast-

ing action.

T
START

Take the Warps in alpha-

betical order and collect

all of the power-up items

along the way. Warp D
leads to the final enemies

of the Chapter. Following

Chapter 7, you'll find

yourself in another part of

the Spaceship. Take your

time and defeat all of the

Aliens as you encounter

them.

You'll enter this area first through Warp A. Use Warp B to get Warp D leads to this small chamber. Use the next Warp over and

close to a Potion. Then return and use Warp C. you'll be sent to the next section of the Spaceship. Keep fighting!
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Mario is still Number One, butMega Man is hot in his third adventurejumping
from 4th to 2nd this month. And hey, dudes, the ever-bodaciousTeenage Mu-
tant NinjaTurtles break into the TopTen with theirArcade Game. It’s Radical!

Use this color-coded key to
check on your favorite games.

Titles new to the Top
30. They're the ones to

watch!

Games that are moving
up fast. They've jumped
several places in the

poll.

Favorites with long-

lasting appeal that place

month after month.

Number of months the

game has rated in the

Top 30.

4k r 8,020
POINTS

super MARIO BR0S.3

14months
Way to go, Mario! It's another

month in control of the Top Ten
for our favorite plumbers.

^ MEGA MANSI
POINTS

3
Dr. Wily's not wily enough to

MONTHS fool Mega Man! With Rush by
his side, he's invincible.

TMNTII:
THE ARCADE GAME

Yo! Listen up, sewer slime, four

tough turtles have leaped into

3rd Place.
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4,984
POINTS

8 MONTHS

3,462
POINTS

4 MONTHS

llHii
r 2,956

POINTS

ft, ~.sa 4 MONTHS

FINAL FANTASY
War parties are still pooling

their power to discover the

power of the crystal orbs.

PR. MARIO
It's flu season and Dr. Mario's

vitamins pack a punch. He's up

one place from last month.

DRAGONWARRIORS

Dragon Warrior n gains one

place this month. The players

and pros are enrapt.

CRYSTAUS
It's no mystery why Crystalis

maintains a steady following in

its fourth Top 30 month.

LEGEND OFZELDA
Link's first adventure, in Hyrule,

is a classic! It just keeps winning

new fans.

TETRIS
It's been a whole year and

people are still lining up to play

Tetris.

ilEC KAY
WtFACTION FOOTBALL

Football season may be gone,

but football fans are still hitting

the fields for video fun.

P

"6

;s MEGA MAN H
2.440 TEENAGE MUTANT
POINTS NINJA TURTLES

0 2,266 DESTINYOF
points AN EMPEROR

P

2

0
“ THE IMMORTAL

ff 2,106 CASTLEVANIAID—
POINTS DRACULA’S CURSE

1.588 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
POINTS FAMILY EDITION

£& MANIAC MANSION

c po
5

,n?s punch-outii

QSs STARTROPICS

B
1.324 ZELDA n-THE | ||J|#
POINTS ADVENTURE OF LIIWI%

1,208 ULTIMA: QUEST
POINTS OF THE AVATAR

JEOPARDY 25THrrmM anniversary ep.

PTfef, BATTLE oi OLYMPUS

SKATE OR DIEI

POINTS METROID

WIZARDRY

po
9
:
7

ts rescue rangers

ONE-ON-ONE:
JORDAN VS. BIRD

pootts SOLSTICE

POINTS BASEBALL STARS
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OP-30

GAME PTS

'f si UWV]
GAME

IN!
PTS GAME PTS

1 Super Mario Bros. 3 3,923 1 Mega Man IE 3,726 1 Super Mario Bros. 3 3,395
2 TMNT I: The Arcade Game 2,959 2 Final Fantasy 3,358 2 TMNT E: The Arcade Game 2,522
3 Mega Man IE 2,624 3 Crystalis 3,335 3 Dr. Mario 2,223
4 Final Fantasy 1,626 4 Dragon Warrior E 2,634 4 Tetris 2,091

5 Mega Man E 1,622 5 Destiny of an Emperor 2,266 5 Wheel of Fortune Family Edition 1,558
6 Castlevania IE—Dracula's Curse 1,324 6 The Immortol 2,166 6 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 1,436
7 Dr. Mario 1,151 7 StarTropics 1,426 7 The Legend of Zelda 1,173
8 Tetris 913 8 Ihe Legend of Zelda 1,357 8 Jeopardy—25th Anniversary Edition 1,169
9 Dragon Warrior E 828 9 Ultima: Quest of the Avatar 1,208 9 NES Play Action Football 1,096
10 Super Mario Bros. 2 821 10 Maniac Mansion 1,173 10 Punch-Outll 1,084

1 1 The Legend of Zelda 802 1 1 NES Play Action Football 1,162 1 1 Super Mario Bros. 2 1,012
1 2 Zelda E—The Adventure of Link 771 1 2 Battle of Olympus 1,150 1 2 Skate or Die 2 936
13 Tecmo Bowl 752 1 3 Mega Man E 1,139 1 3 One-on-One: Jordan vs. Bird 885
1 4 NES Play Action Football 698 1 4 Wizardry 920 1 4 Paper Boy 829
1 5 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 693 1 5 Solstice 863 1 5 Mega Man IE 762
1 6 Double Dragon E 674 1 6 Castlevania IE—Dracula's Curse 782 1 6 Rad Racer 620
1 7 Ninja Gaiden E 574 1 7 Mega Man 736 1 7 Fester's Quest 595
18 Super C 551 1 8 Super Mario Bros. 3 702 1 8 Silent Service 538
1 9 Rescue Rangers 539 1 9 Nobunaga's Ambition 587 1 9 Rad Racer E 490
20 Disney's Duck Tales 527 20 Metroid 564 20 Bases Loaded E 428

21 Little Nemo the Dream Master 474 2 1 Zelda E—The Adventure of Link 552 21 Bad Dudes 387
22 Batman 458 22 The Adventures of Lolo E 495 22 Rescue Rangers 378
23 Punch-Outll 456 23 Shadowgate 460 23 IronSword 376
24 Gremlins 2 449 24 F-l : Built to Win 426 24 RoboCop 375
25 Castlevania E—Simon's Quest 431 25 Baseball Stars 403 25 Wrestlemania 374
26 Super Off Road 430 26 Bandit Kings of Ancient China 380 26 Tecmo Bowl 363
27 Baseball Stars 389 27 Dr. Mario 357 27 Blaster Master 362
28 Ninja Gaiden 382 28 Dragon Warrior 345 28 Super Off Road 357
29 Metroid 372 29 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 311 29 Pinbot 354
30 Maniac Mansion 371 30 Shadow of the Ninja 288 30 Days of Thunder 351

MEGA MAN IS MEGA MAN HI IS DEALERS PICK
HOT ON A MEGA HIT NEW GAMES
MARIO'S HEELS WITH THE PROS! AND CLASSICS
Players are still loyal to their favor-

ite characters, but there are new
names on their list this month, too.
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Final Fantasy finally yields 1st

Place to Mega Man's latest adven-

ture. Mega Man rates all three

games in the pros' Top 30.

They've discovered Dr. Mario! He's

a classic character in a new for-

mat, and he's third on their list.

Scores ofgames ranked tower than 30 were included in totals shown in Top 30.



PLATING
This issue's review of recent releases that didn't

quite score feature coverage includes a look at

some very highly anticipated games. It’s up to

• BACK FOR MORE After two episodes of

street-fighting action and martial arts mayhem, the

Shadow Warriors have finally hung up their nunchuks.

But don't think for a second that Billy and Marion can

finally settle down and get that cottage with the white

picket fence. No, Marion has

vanished again. This time a

different mysterious group of

marauders have taken her

and now Billy and Jimmy _
have to fight around the

world to save her. What do
Bjuy and jjmmy return f0r another

these guys do to tick off round of action in Double Dragon

everybody?
nfrom Acclaim.

• WHAT’S NEW The successful formula of two-

player simultaneous action is back in this new install-

ment. There's also a new feature which allows fighters

to switch weapons and

characters. As you defeat

the major enemies, some of

them will defect to your

side. Press the Select But-

ton and you'll have the

option of switching to these

former villains and using

their abilities for your mis-

sion. You can ultimately

Switch to as many as four
press Select to get to the Status

different fighters. Screen and switch to other fighters.

you to decide whether they've lived up to their

potential. Stop by your favorite store to see if

any of them are up your alley.

•KICKIN’ and PUNCHIN’

Virtually the same moves used

in the first two Double Dragon

games are brought back for this

mission. This time out, though,

it's much easier to send out the

super powerful Cyclone Kick. By rapidly pressing the

A and B Buttons simultaneously, you can make your

fighter jump straight up and spin around with feet fly-

ing. You'll need the Advantage, too, because when

m your fighter loses all of his

j|J
13 |

energy, he's down for the count!
™ Only with practice and patience

will you prevail.

Power
Planer Tip
Teamwork really pays off in this

game. Not only do you have

twice the fists and flying feet but

there's also a move which incor-

porates both players. Press A and

B to jump kick into the arms of

your partner's fighter and you'll

bounce back with extra height

and power. With some practice,

you'll be able to use this move to

flatten anyone in your way.



BARTVS.THE SPACEMUTANTS
• He’s Here! Bart Simpson
has finally made it to the NES from
Acclaim. His adventure, though, is

anything but a game for undera-
chievers. This game is very chal-

lenging and could be frustratingly

so to some players. The tasks that

you must perform to complete the

adventure require patience and
skill.

You'll have your work cut out for you as you guide

Bart through Springfield.

• Bart vs.The Space Mutants Aliens have land-
ed in Springfield and only Bart can save the day.
Since the Aliens are disguised to look like humans,
they can easily blend into the crowd. Bart's got to
find a way to separate the Mutants from the mob
and convince his family that he's not going insane.
The Aliens are building a machine which will control
the Human Race and they need some items from
Earth in order to it. If Bart col-

lects or disguises the items
which the Aliens need before
the Aliens can get them, he'll

thwart their plans for world
domination. The first of five

stages takes place on the
streets of Springfield. The Al-

iens are looking for something
purple. Bart must paint or

somehow cover up everything that's purple.

Power
Player Tip

Here’s a run-through
of some of the tasks

which Bart must
accomplish in the first

stage.

Hey Man I \Ne Have To Stop

v
The Aliens Trom Taking OverlJ



• Robo Jumps Into Action

The villains of New Detroit had

better watch out. RoboCop has

begun his second tour of duty

for the NES. This time Robo has

to clean up the city of a volatile

substance called NUKE. Armed
with his weapon and a new abil-

ity to jump, he makes his way through the city de-

stroying NUKE and arresting target villains. RoboCop
is heavy from all of his metal plating. This makes him

somewhat difficult to control. With some practice,

though, you' 1 1 be able to blast through the city with the

best of them.

• Reach The Quotas Robo has been instruct-

ed to bring in as many target villains as he can. The

target villains look identical to each other and they

trigger a sound when they enter the screen. The only

way to arrest them is to meet them face-to-face. If

Robo fires his weapon at the targets, he won't be able

to arrest them. He also has to stomp the containers of

NUKE scattered throughout the city. If he doesn't

arrest enough villains or

destroy enough NUKE,
Robo will have to spend

some time in the shooting

range to hone his crime-

fighting skills.

~~Power
j

Planer Tip
j

NUKE Factory
There are secret NUKE Facto-

ries in some stages. The Fac-

tory in the first stage is under- HH@|ij588H|
ground. Push Down on the

Control Pad when you're in

the area pictured to ride an
elevator to the Factory. You
should be able to reach your

NUKE quota now.

BASE WARS
# Robots On The Diamond
Kicking off their Cyber Stadium

Series, Konami has introduced Base

Wars. While it is similar to Baseball,

the players are mechanoids and the

action can get pretty rough.

• ChooseYour Team
There are 12 ready-made

cyborg teams and two teams

that you can draft on your

own. Player choices range

from the super fast Mcycles

to the durable Robot Tanks.

For one or two players.

• HitThe Parts Shop

A good cyborg is a well-built

cyborg. Step into the Parts

Shop and you'll be able to

repair or improve the robots

on your team. You'll earn

money to make these addi-

tions by winning games in

the Pennant Mode.

# Fight For The Base

Since there are no base

"umps" in the Cyber League,

close calls are decided by

battles on the plates. On
battle calls, the scene

switches to a close-up of the

two players. The base goes to

the winner of the battle.

Fight for

possession of

the base on

close calls.

Power
Planer Tip
The player that is going to see

the most battle action is the first

baseman. When you begin the

Pennant Mode, select the Parts

Shop and buy a powerful

weapon for the first baseman.
You should be able to keep a lot of cyborgs on

the opposing teams from getting on base.
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THE UNINVITED
• Another Great Adventure i

Kemco/Seika continues its

successful series of first- per-

son perspective adventures

with this visit through a myste-
rious and danger-filled man-
sion. Like Shadowgate, there

are many elements of magic and other-worldy events

in this story. The mansion belongs to a magician and
teacher whose star pupil has become too powerful

and who may be practicing his magic with a desire to do
some harm. You stumble upon the house by accident.

Driving by with your sister, a shadowy figure appears.

You swerve to miss it and hit a tree. The story begins

as you wake up behind the wheel and find that your
sister is missing. There is nowhere else to go but the

mansion. It's quite possible that your sister is there.

Open the mailbox outside the

mansion and grab a magic amulet.

This will give you the power to

explore the mansion, uncover its

secrets and possibly save your sis-

ter. Along the way, you'll collect

items, learn magic spells and dis-

cover more and more about the

many mysteries of the house. If

you enjoyed the mystery solving

and decision making of Shadow-
gate and Deja Vu, you'll also have

fun with this new adventure.

Power
Planer Tip

The most important thing to remem-
ber while playing is to save the

game whenever you collect an Item

or reach a new point. Danger lurks

around every corner and your jour-

ney could end almost instantly.

A futuristic city is in shambles. Enemy spaceships are

bombing left and right and you are the only one that

can put a stop to the destruction. This is Metal Mech
from Jaleco. The mission is quite simple. Just stomp
through the city in your walking tank-like Metal Mech,
destroying enemies along the way, and search for the

Key which will get you to the next level. In order to col-

lect the Key and other special items, you'll have to

leave the Metal Mech. But, never fear, your little fight-

er is a lot stronger than he looks. He can scrap it out

with even thetoughest-looking mechanized meanies.

ZOMBIE NATION
Four stages of zombie-zapping action await in this

weird action thriller from Meldac. An evil alien has

landed in the desert of Nevada and has stolen the

mystic Sword of the Samurai. Using this sword, the

alien has turned all of the citizens of the nation into

Zombies and, among other things, has caused the

Statue of Liberty to come to life. Pretty strange, huh?

The Head of the Samurai is the rightful owner of the

Sword and ifs your mission to pilot the Head through

a battle with Zombies of North America. Watch out

for the killer beams and blast away!
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TECMO WORLD
CUP SOCCER

BEETLEJUICE
While action fans of all ages will

enjoy this lighthearted romp

through puzzle-like sections of

New Zealand, it seems especially

geared for younger players. You

control a Kiwi bird in his effort to

save a caged friend. There are

obstacles and enemies in the way
but plenty of help in the form of

balloons, scuba gear and the like.

Great play control and an easy-to-

follow overhead view makeTecmo
World Cup Soccer as much a boon
to soccer as Tecmo Bowl is to foot-

ball. If you're a fan of the sport,

you'll have a fun time with this

two-player simultaneous repre-

sentation of the most popular

sporting event in the world.

Bearing a striking resemblance to

UN's A Nightmare On Elm Street,

Beetlejuice is yet another action

packed game loosely based on a

popular movie. This one has many
of the same characters and

objects portrayed in the movie but

does not closely follow the story.

As Beetlejuice, you must avoid

enemies and obstacles and fight

your way to the netherworld.

YOUR GUIDE TO THE LATEST NES RELEASES

TITLE COMPANY
PLAY

INFO

POWER METER RATINGS

G P C T
GAME TYPE

Base Wars Konami 2P-S 3.6 3.0 2.9 3.6 Baseball Action

Beetlejuice UN IP 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.9 Comic Action

Double Dragon HI Acclaim 2P-S 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.3 Street Fighting

Kiwi Kraze Taito 2P-S 3.2 3.7 2.8 3.5 Comic Action

Metal Mech Jaleco IP 3.6 2.7 3.1 3.3 Sci-Fi Action

Monopoly Parker Bros. 8P-A 3.5 3.3 3.5 4.0 Board Game

Power Blade Taito IP/ Pass 3.7 4.0 3.7 3.7 Sci-Fi Adventure

RoboCop Data East IP 3.6 2.7 2.7 2.8 Police Action

S.C.A.T. Natsume 2P-S 3.6 4.1 3.4 3.1 Sci-Fi Action

The Simpsons: Bart vs. the Space Mutants Acclaim IP 3.2 2.4 2.9 3.3 Comic Action

Sword Master Activsion IP 3.4 3.3 2.9 3.1 Sword Battle

Tecmo World Cup Soccer Tecmo 2P-S 2.5 3.3 2.9 3.0 Soccer

Totally Rad Jaleco IP 3.7 3.3 3.6 3.7 Sci-Fi Adventure

The Uninvited Kemco/ Seika lP/Batt 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 Haunted House Adventure

Zombie Nation Meldac Players 3.6 3.3 2.8 2,9 Sci-Fi Action

You can get the most out of our

game listing by understanding

the categories. Title, Company

Games are made to be played with one to

four players. Some also employ a battery or

password to save game play data.

The Pros at Nintendo HQ
rate each new game.

Ratings are from 1 (poor) to

5 (excellent) in four differ-

ent cateaories:
and Game Type are self ex-

planatory. Use this Key to un-

derstand Play Info and the

2P4s1W@
op.a — |“LAYERS Mil

PASS” PASS'
valuable Power Meter ratings.

BATT — 1ATTI



You read Howard Phillips' preliminary report on the CES in our last issue.
This time we're going to go into detail on more oi the great games our Pah
Watchers saw at the show.

One of the current trends in

NES game design involves

packing as many different

game activities as memory
will allow in a single Game Pak.

Vice: Project Doom from Amer-
ican Sammy combines three dis-

tinct games together with a crime/

mystery story line.

The action gets wild as agent

Quinn Hart gets in over his head
against a force that's bigger than

any earthly crime syndicate. As you
seek to unravel the puzzles of Proj-

ect Doom, you'll encounter the

game's three perspectives on the

action.

First, you'll race through streets in

The graphics in all modes
seemed good in the early version

we played, especially the detailed

city backgrounds. Animation on the

main character, Quinn Hart is cool,

plus, he has some new action

moves. For example, he can run in a

crouch to dodge bullets as he
returns fire-just like all good T.V.

cops can.

a super charged sports car with Spy
Hunter type play. Then it's into the

underworld for side view action as

you fight your way through exotic

locations with a whip, .44 and gre-

nades. Another game play view
point has you taking on unusual

foes in a first person view action

scene like Operation Wolf.

VICE: PROJECT DOOM
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Hot ranted and

raved about
r
Battletoads up

until now on

the strength of

the characters and the fact that

Rare Ltd., one of our favorite

development teams, is designing

it. Having finally had a chance to

play the game at CES (an early

development version), we can

confidently say that it looks like

Tradewest has a hit on their hands.

Battletoads

the players can in

teract with each

and if you get too close

when you attack, you

may end up "acciden

tally" punching your

buddy! (Although

contrary to the goal

of the game, an occa-

sional surprise attack is

entirely in the

spirit of it, and

can only serve to

keep your partner

on his toads, oops

Although the theme of man-

sized, mutated, cold-blooded

heroes has been

explored before,

we think the

Battletoads

have their own
unique humor
and style. And the

variety of game pla'jT

environments

moves in the game is as

good as, or better than

any NES game so far.

The 'Toad characters,'

which are large and well

animated, are

intergalactic mission to

rescue a kidnapped

buddy and, of

course, a beau-

tiful princess

held captive by

the evil siren,

the Dark Queen. To get them,

they'll journey to the center of the

universe and battle a battalion of

rotten rodents.

Against such monstrous

hordes, two-player play is encour-

aged. Unlike TMNT II: The Arcade

executing a cyclone spin kick

or super karate chop in

other action games. In Battle-
r

toads, the toads have a different

easy-to-activate special move in

each stage. From changing

a enemy-squashing wreck-

ing ball to drop-kicking attack-

fur balls, the Battletoads do

it all. They'll pound, punt,

pulverize, punch, punish

and puree the Dark

Queen's punks with a

plethora of Punchinello-

esque (read: humorous) powers.

Indeed, Battletoads almost

plays like a cartoon or comic book,

with ham-sized fists and weird

transformations as the rule and

toes . . .)

Did we mention that the 'Toads

have tons of special moves? Rest

easy if you've had a hard time

not the exception.

Between action

scenes, the run-

ning dialogue

between the Bat-

tletoads' mentor,

oversized vulture

named Professor

T. Bird, and the

Queen, adds to the

humor.

In talking to

the programm-

ers from Rare,

we can tell they had a

lot of fun creating

this game, and they've

held off on releasing it until it

was perfect.
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THE LONE RANGER
With a hearty "Hi Ho Silver

Away!" Konami presents

The Lone Ranger for the

NES. The Lone Ranger is a

western adventure with tons of

different viewpoints on the action,

including overhead action, side

when you think you've seen every

type of viewpoint on the action,

Konami squeezes in another one.

The Lone Ranger is slated to make
his way back to television this fall.

view action, first person perspec-

tive cave exploration, first person

horseback combat, and even a bit

of role playing type interaction

with different characters. Just

Konami has been working

on this one for quite a

while, and it looks like it

will soon be complete.

With the help of race winning

NASCAR driver Bill Elliott, Konami
has endeavored to make this not

only the most realistic stock car

simulator on the NES, but one of

the best driving games. Challenge

is the first NES driving game to

feature a first person view on the

BILL ELLIOT’S
NASCAR CHALLENGE

by Konami include: Bucky O'Hare
(based on the adventures of a

space-faring rabbit), Star Trek and
Tiny Toons.

track. It also features a few car

customizing options that add to

the realism.

Other titles under construction

The Consumer Electronics Show
gave us a ton of titles to talk about,

and we'll try to sum up here:

TREASURE MASTER
Boxing star Mike Tyson will

return to the NES in American
Softworks Corp.’s new Game

> Pak, Power Punch. It pits Iron

Mike against interplanetary

opponents where the final

count is really final! One of the
most appealing aspects of
Power Punch is that you box as

I

Mike Tyson.

Details were sketchy on
ASC’s other project, Treasure

Master.

DRAGON WARRIORm
As Japan eagerly awaits Dra-

gon Quest 12 for the Super
FamiCom, U.S. fans are antici-

pating Dragon Warrior III. The
epic tale of the heroic line of

Erdric continues with new ac-

tivities such as changing ca-

reers and day or night explora-

tions. New weapons, enemies
and spells are a given, along
with bigger dungeons and
more challenging puzzles.

ACCLAIM
An early version of Bill & Ted’s
Excellent Video Game Adven-
ture was one of the featured
games in Acclaim’s CES booth.
We were most jubilant to find

that many of the excellent

phrases from the movie were
in the game. Expect some
wacky action as you use twin-

kies to hold off the attacks of
medieval villagers.
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F-15
STRIKE EAGLE

Ifyou love to fly, you'll want

to check out F-15 Strike

Eagle from Microprose.

The early version at CES
looked good (as did the great

arcade machine), and Microprose

is planning on adding features to

make it the most realistic NES
aerial action game yet. You'll have

a variety of missions to choose

from, with navigation over real

maps, real flight equations and

realistic enemy dogfight logic. Like

in many PC flight simulators, you'll

be able to save your pilots' rank

and decorations for successful

PH WATCH
missions. This is the first NES fly-

ing game with a Head Up Display

which projects flight data onto the

field of view, so you don't have to

look down and check your instru-

ments to find out your altitude,

bearing and speed.

F-1 5 Strike Eagle isn't the only

hot Microprose project: rumor has

it that Railroad Tycoon will be a

Super FamiCom title (no word on a

U.S. version yet).

ULTIMATE AIR COMBAT
Ultimate Air Combat,

under development by

Activision, is another

advanced flight simulator

for the NES. U.A.C. lets you fly the

F-1 4, F-1 8 and Harrier in 33 dif-

ferent missions. Each of the planes

has unique handling characteris-

tics, plus you can customize your

ordinance load depending on

which mission you're flying. Once

you have reached your objective in

a ground attack mission the game
switches to a Captain Skyhawk-

like view. It's difficult to compare

U.A.C. with F-15 Strike Eagle,

since both versions we saw were

very early in development, but we
think both offer interesting new
features to NES flight action

enthusiasts.

Die Hard, based on the hit movie

starring Bruce Willis, is also com-
ing to the NES from Activision. The
game follows the action from an

overhead view as you try to single-

handedly clear a 35 story office

building of terrorists. Activision is

especially proud of the artificial

intelligence of the enemy charac-

ters in this game. For example, if

you are spotted by enemy units

they will radio for help if you don't

neutralize them quickly.

THE ROCKETEER
Although there wasn’t a playable ver-

sion of The Rocketeer available at CES,

Bandai was showing a making of the

movie video for this Disney summer
release. It looks like it might be a hit!

Speaking of hits, Legend Of The Dia-

mond, Bandai’s new NES baseball game,

also showed potential in the early ver-

sion on display. How would you like to

field a team with Roberto Clemente,

Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron in the out-

field—just for starters? Even if you’re not

a baseball history expert, Legends has

brief career and stat summaries of each
player so you can easily form a power-
ful dream team.

CAPTAIN PLANET
Turner Broadcasting’s

hit animated show,

Captain Planet, will be
developed for the NES
by Mindscape. We’ll let

you know more details

as we find out!

FINAL FANTASY H
Square’s plans for continuing the Final Fantasy

saga were released at the CES. Final Fantasy E
will be released for the Super NES in the fall

(and will be based on the Japanese Final Fan-

tasy EZ). Another chapter in the super hot Final

Fantasy Legend series will soon be released for

Game Boy.
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GOSSIP GALORE
THQ’S LIST OF LICENSES GROWS
Although we haven't seen any games from THQ in production yet,

they are collecting an impressive list of licenses. New ones announced
at the CES include: The Flash, Where's Waldo?, Vanilla Ice, Attack of
the Killer Tomatoes and Home Alone. THQ also demonstrated a paint
and animation program for the NES for you budding video artists. At
this point it looks like you'll have to save your creations on video tape
rather than in a battery-backed cartridge memory.

I NES PLANNER I
COMING SOON

Bard's Tale

Beetlejuice

Bill & Ted's Excellent Video Game
Adventure

Bill Elliott's NASCAR Challenge
Day Dreamin' Davey
Flight Of The Intruder

Hatris

Kiwi Kraze

Legend Of Hero Tonma
Magic Darts

Metal Mech
Mike Ditka's Big Play Football

Mini-Putt

RoboCop 2
Tecmo World Cup Soccer
The Lone Ranger
WURM
Zombie Nation

ZR-1 Corvette Challenge

COMING LATER

Addams Family

Attack Of The Killer Tomatoes
Battletoads

Captain Planet

Darkman
Die Hard

Dragon Warrior IE
F-15 Strike Eagle

Final Fantasy E
Godzilla 2: War Of The Monsters
Greg Norman's Power Golf

Home Alone
Legends Of The Diamond
Mega Man 4
Mike Tyson's Power Punch
Ninja Gaiden El
RoboCop 3
The Rocketeer
Star Trek 25th Anniversary

TailSpin

Tecmo Super Bowl
The Flash

Tiny Toons
Treasure Master
Trivial Pursuit

Ufouria

Ultimate Air Combat
Vanilla Ice

Vice: The Project Doom
Where's Waldo
Wolverine
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JEREMY MILLER

H
ave you heard of a Nin-

tendo video game called

"Food Fight?" Well, nei-

ther have we. But if there

was one, Jeremy Miller and his

pal, Kirk Cameron, might just be

co-world champions at it.

Jeremy, who is best known as

the mischievous Ben Seaver on

the popular family comedy "Grow-

ing Pains," has engaged Kirk, who
plays his older brother on the

show, in many off-camera culinary

battles over the past few years.

"Ben is a lot like me. We both

enjoy practical jokes," says

Jeremy. "I don't know how Kirk

and I got started, but in the past six

years we've managed to use just

about every type of food we could

get our hands on. Peanut butter,

eggs, water, toothpaste-you

name it."

Jeremy got his start in acting at

the age of six after his mom
noticed him imitating scenes from

'The Brady Bunch" around the

house. His first job was a McDo-
nalds' commercial, but his begin-

ner's luck didn't last long. Jeremy

went on more than 350 auditions

before eventually landing starring

roles on "D iff rent Strokes,"

"Punky Brewster" and Charles In

Charge."

Acting auditions are a lot like

playing Super Mario Bros.," says

Jeremy. 'You have to be patient

and keep on trying, no matter how
hard it is. But just like I saved the

Princess in 'Mario,' I won my role

in 'Growing Pains.'"

Jeremy's major Nintendo chal-

lenge lately has been Star-

Tropics.

"It's incredible!" says Jeremy of

the tropical island

adventure game.

"It's a lot like 'Zelda,'

only better."

"But the game I

like playing most

with my family is

Tetris,'" says

Jeremy. "I recently

got my highest

score, 289,000 on

level 1 8. At this

point that makes me
the family champ,

but I'm not sure for

how long because

my father's getting

pretty good at it."

Jeremy also plays

Nintendo games
with the stars and

producers on the set

of "Growing Pains"

between takes.

"I taught Kirk how
to play Super Mario Bros, around

the time it first came out," recalls

Jeremy. "Once he learned the bas-

ics of the game, he got really good.

In fact, he's now better than I am."

In addition to playing Nintendo

video games whenever he gets the

chance, Jeremy is involved in sev-

eral organizations which deal with

a variety of environmental, health

and literacy issues.

Jeremy is a supporter of the

United Nation's "World Summit
For Children" and an "Honorary

First Planeteer" for the ecological

cartoon series "Captain Planet and

the Planeteers" (soon to be a NES
game). Jeremy also is a founding

member of "Club Ed," an organi-

zation made up of young television

celebritites who promote reading

and education.

Jeremy also follows sports very

closely.

"I'm a big Detroit Pistons fan,"

he admits. "My friends in Los

Angeles give me a hard time for

not liking the Lakers but the Pis-

tons are great!"

When asked what his ultimate

video game would be, Jeremy

replied, "If there were a video

game that had all sports on one

cartridge, I'd be in heaven."

But until Jeremy gets his wish,

his favorite game remains Super

Mario Bros.

"Even though Kirk may be better

at 'Mario' than I am," laughs

Jeremy, "I'm still champ when it

comes to food fights!"
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Nintendo Power's most recent issues are avail-

able individually. Add them to your collection!

They contain these exciting reviews:

Volume 7 (July/ Aug. ’89): Mega Man I, Dra-

gon Warrior, Faxanadu, Strider.

Volume 8 (Septy Oct. '89): Disney’s Duck Tales,

Dragon Warrior, Hoops, Fester's Quest, Roger

Rabbit.

Volume 9 (NovyDec. '89): Tetris, RoboCop,
Willow, IronSword, Super Off Road, NES Play
Action Football.

Volume 1 0 (Jany Feb. ’90): Batman, Shadow-
gate, Willow, Double Dragon I, Clash at

Demonhead, River City Ransom.
Volume 11 (March/ Apr. ’90): Super Marie
Bros. 3, Silent Service, Pinbot, 720°,A Boy and
his Blob, Astyanax.
Volume 12 (May/June ’90): Final Fantasy,

Super C, Dynowarz, Code Name Viper, Burai

Fighter.

The Power of Nintendo begins with great
products, and great system maintenance and
repair keep the excitement alive. Nintendo
now has authorized service centers in all fifty

states! To find out which location is nearest to

you, call Nintendo's World Class Service Hot-
line at 1 -800-255-3700. Service Representa-
tives can often put you back in game play
immediately by troubleshooting the problem
over the phone. If you do need service, they'll

direct you to the World Class Service Center in

your area. When you take your NES or Game
Boy to a World Class Service Center, you'll get
fast, professional results and quality replace-

ment components.

This month's service tips from the pros: Turn the

power to your Control Deck off before you
plug in or unplug Controllers.

Volume 14 (July/ Aug. ’90): Rescue Rangers,
Snake's Revenge, Solstice, Crystalis.

Volume 1 6 (Septy Oct. ’90): Maniac Mansion,
Final Fantasy, NES Play Action Football, Snake
Rattle 'N Roll, Kickle Cubicle, Mission: Impos-
sible.

Volume 1 8 (NovyDec. ’90): Dr. Mario, Castle-
vania HI, Little Nemo the Dream Master, Solar
Jetman.

Volume 20 (Jan.’91 ): Megq Man XI, Dejb Vu,
Gremlins 2, The Immortal.

Volume 21 (Feb. ’91): StarTropics, TMNT H:
The Arcade Game, Quantum Fighter, Magi-
cian, Ultima: Quest of the Avatar.
Volume 22 (March ’91): MetalStorm, StarTrop-
ics, G.I. Joe, Hudson's Adventure Island X.

To order your back issues, use the form at the
front of this issue.

Subscriptions and renewals only. Call 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week.

Call for general assistance or to change your
address between 4 a.m. and midnight Pacific

time, Monday through Saturday, or 8 a.m. and
5 p.m. Sunday.

Stumped by a game? Call our Game Play
Counselors for help between 4 a.m. and mid-
night Pacific Time, Monday through Saturday,
or 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Sunday. It’s long distance,

so before you call, be sure to get permission
from whoever pays the bill.

STRATEGY GUIDES
AND TIP BOOKS

Nintendo Power's Strategy Guides and tip

books cover the best of the new releases. You
won’t find better maps, tips, or strategies

anywhere.

Strategy Guides Now Available:
Volume 1 3: Super Mario Bros. 3
Volume 15: Ninja Gaiden X
Volume 17: Final Fantasy

Volume 1 9: 4-Player Extra

Tip Books Available:

The Legend of Zelda: Tips and Tactics

How to Win at Super Mario Bros.

To order the strategy source of your choice, use
fhe form at the front of this issue.

1 ILLEGAL IMPORTSARE RISKY BUYS
4
4
4
4
4

SPECIAL SET OFFER
Available only as a set, the six issues from our
first year cover games that are just as great
now as they were then. You won't find these

issues at newsstands, and you won't find

information like this anywhere else:

—In-depth reviews of Super Mario Bros. 2,

Ninja Gaiden, Castlevania X—Simon's Quest,
Zelda X—The Adventure of Link, and Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles.

—Tried and true tips in Counselors' Corner
—Special strategies in Classified Information

This offer is too good to miss! It’s available
only while supplies last, so use the form at the

front of this issue to order now!

98 NINTENDO POWER

Since Nintendo of America Inc. announced at the winterCES that it will be releasing a 1 6-bit

Super Nintendo Entertainment System this fall, players have been checking stores every-
where to find out how to get one. In fact, some players just can’t wait Instead of biding time
until the U.S. system arrives, they're buying Japanese Super Famicoms that some dealers

*6 have imported into the U.S. or Canada without authorization. We agree that its a great sys-
*8 tern, but before you rush out to buy one, consider these facts:

*8 —The instructions packaged with the hardware and software are not printed in English.

-8 -Much of the screen text in Super Famicom games is in Japanese, not English. Imagine try-

-8 in9 to play complex role-playing games without being able to understand the text If you
.o didn’t know what you were doing it wouldn’t be much fun, and our Game Play Counselors
« wouldn't be able to help.

n -These products are not covered by warranty, and there is no authorized repair service for

them in the U.S. or Canada.
-Because the Super Famicom is not manufactured for distribution here, it doesn’t meet

*6 specifications established by the government for our safety. There is no guarantee that it will

*6 work once you hook it up, and there is no service center to turn to for help.

*8 —Las^but not least—remember that the U.S. 1 6-bit system is coming out in a few short

*8 months, and there will be plenty of software to go with it. The unauthorized imported Japa-

-8 nese software made for the Super Famicom will not work with the U.S. System, and new U.S.

-8 software will not work with the Super Famicom.

•8 The U.S. 1 6-bit system is on its way-don't you think it's worth the wait?

*6
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REVIEWS COMING NEXT MONTH:

BATTLETOADS: THE COMICS
Meet the frogs of the future! June's issue will have special expanded coverage

of the new Battletoads game, but before you see the game, read the special

comic strip story of the terrific toads that make it so great.

THE LONE RANGER
Hi ho Silver, and away we go! The legendary masked man and his snow white

steed hit the trail in more scenes than you can shake a stick at. And he always

leaves 'em wondering, "Who was that masked man, anyway?"

«>

VICE: PROJECT DOOM
An ominous pall hangs in the air, and Quinn Heart suspects a conspiracy. . . a

BIG conspiracy. Ifs really three games in one, and Quinn must uncover the cul-

prits and get to the heart of the matter.

NEW FOR GAME BOY: GAUNTLET II

With all of the great action that made the original so popular. GauntletH comes
to Game Boy for portable fun. Are you ready for a hauntingly good time? You'll

need nerves of steel.

Dear Readers,

As I mentioned earlier, Battletoads has the all

makings of a big hit. If you read this month s article

about game developers, you know that the entire Bat-

tletoads concept came from Rare Ltd., which is based
in England. When 1 toured Rare and shoived Daphne a

copy ofNintendo Power, she was very impressed. You
might notice that Howard and Nester have a new look

this month. Don't worry, 1 haven't given up my bow tie!

B
B

—

—

The Howard & Nester comic strip is being ih Jyi
drawn by a new artist, Art Nichols, of /j
New York City. He may be new to Nin-

tendo Power, but he's not new to comics.

You can see his work in theNintendo Com-
7 ics System produced by Voyager Communi-

" cations, Inc., where he is a Creative Director.

An old hand at Nintendo characters. Art brings plenty

of great ideas to the task of producing the monthly 1

i strip. Check it out, and let us know what you think. M y 9ood Wends (rom Rare-Chris, Tim and

' Carole Stamper, and their 300 -year-old office.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


